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which H. H. Appel assaulted his testiTook Exception to Judge's Words.
" Havana the House awaited the Senate's fur- property interest in Mexico, and have
C. M. Light, Silver City; V. Two negroes were wounded.
ther pleasure, announced it had per- fied the
ering the entire state delegations, mony previously on examination, ne
Judge Hutton, addressing the witRansaid
Colonel
country,"
twenty-eigh- t
in all, were taken up at
H. H. Roberts, Las Vegas; Bonifacio b quiet. The government states it formed its duty.
appealed to the court several times ness, informed him that his remarks
dolph.
from
news
Orients
no
be
Roshas
further
m.
was
It
said
C.
C.
2:30
adHill,
p.
Toombs in an eloquent and witty
they might
Montoya, Bernalillo;
for protection from wtiat he charac- and language were improper and a
American Flag Means Little.
province. The rain which has fallen dress, in which he paid a high tribute
well; M. D. Taylor. Aztec.
disposed of together. The Taft dele- terized as insults. Once he threaten- reflection upon counsel. Assistant DisIf
Asked
were
it
but
for
the
possible
to the efficient services of Chief Clerk
State Normal School at Silver City: heavily for three days is abating,
gates in the second Florida district ed to
himself if the court did trict Attorney Ford interrupted the
Jackson Agee, C. W. Marriott, Van J. communication with the country still Staplin, on behalf of the House em- American government to do anything were seated unanimously without roll not do protect
and
received a severe repri- court, shouting that he took exception
so,
to
better conditions, he replied: "My call. Taft delegates won in the third
Manville, A. W. Cooley, John W. Cor- is interrupted on account of the condi- ployes, presented him with an elegant
to the court's remarks.
mand from Judge Hutton.
is
the
that
American
experience
bet.
flag
tion of the roads.
B'lorida
silver set. Clerk Staplin replied briefand last
district unanimously.
These
Attorneys Joined In.
were
asked
only
questions
means
by
little
abroad."
very
C. H. Conner of Bernalillo county,
Total for Florida twelve contested delly and with emotion. Tully on behalf
Fourth Divis on Off Guantanamo.
Rogers and Appel of the defense and
before
District
Attorney
Fredericks,
C. A. Wheelon of Santa Fe county, and
Attack on American Property.
The committee
8.
The of the members of the House also
District Attorney Fredericks joined
egates all for Taft.
Cuba, June
Caimenera,
adjournment.
Walter Mayes of Socorro county as Fourth Division of the United States thanked Chief Clerk Staplin for his
the
Guadalajara, Mex., June 8. The finally decided o take up the Georgia
controversy above the din of which
Governor
"Who
former
paid
Henry
members of the New Mexico board of Atlantic Fleet now is off the Guantan- courteous services.
witcamp of the Cecinco Minas Mining cases individually.
ar- could be heard the voice of the
to
defend
when
were
you
Gage
you
two
for
a
of
term
years.
A communication
was read Inform- Company, a Xew York corporation-wa- s
osteopathy
ness endeavoring to assure the court
amo Bay naval station, the battleships
Peace Hovering Near.
a
for
he
rested
asked
bribing
B. B. Humphrey
juror,"
H.
and George
attacked by bandits who were re
ing the House that a large private resithat he meant no offense to counsel.
having join- dence
With outward peace hovering over of Franklin.
Webster of Colfax county as members Missouri and Mississippi
had been secured at Baltimors rulsed after a fight In which two were
Quiet Restored.
Minnesota.
and
Ohio
ed
the
its"I
don't
said
Franklin.
room
and suppressed
committee
of the board of trustees of the New
know,"
for the New Mexico delegation to the killed and several wounded on each
Hutton finally quieted the.
Judge
Arrived.
Ship
Hospital
"Who hired him to defend you?"
Mexico Miners' Hospital, each for a
national Democratic convention.
side. The defense was made by excitement filling the halls outside,
uproar, saying that the court was per8.
The
Caimanera, Cuba, June
"I don't know."
term of four years.
committee reToombs announced that Hon. Theo- guards directed by E. J. Callahan, and the Republican
fectly able to control the situation. The
E. C. de Baca, Dan Stern, Jefferson American hospital ship Solace has ar- dore Roosevelt would be elected the Dr. J. H.
"Did
discuss
ever
of
Mr.
Arkansas
the
with
you
hearing
defense brought out the statement
Spence, mining men. Rural sumed today
Guanfrom
marines
with
inrived
and
fifty
Raynolds
Eugenio Sena of San
Gage any of the facts or evidence con from Franklin that he had gone about
next President of the United States. and state guards are pursuing the delegate contests. Rumors of an
to
Slboney, (Thunderous applause.)
Miguel county as members of the board tanamo and has been sent
bandits. The Cinco mines are north- tended protest from the Rooseve't nected with the charge against you?" protesting the innocence of Darrow,
of directors of the New Mexico Asy- - seven miles southwest of Santiago. All
"I did not."
Catron, Goodell and Nichols appoint- west of this city, near the Tepic line. members against some of the actions
after he had made his confession to
is quiet there and at Sobre, a short ed to notify Governor McDonald that They are the property of the Marcus
Mr. Fredericks said after adjournon Page Five.)
of
east
(Continued
Santiago.
distance
the House was ready to adjourn, an- - Daily estate.
ment that he would show that Darrow
(Continued on Pfge 4.)
(Continued on Page Four.)
Tired
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The Little Store

'"

HOME ENDORSEMENT.
Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens Can
Tell You All About It
Home endorsement, the public ex-pression ot santa e people, snouia;
evidence beyond dispute for evcy
Santa Fe reader. Surely the experi- ence oi friends and neighbors, cheer-- .
tully given by them will carry more
,
weight than the utterances of stran-residing in faraway places. Read
the following:
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa

'

urn
:E

PERSONAL MENTION

the Superior

Quality and Large Variety of
" Soltaire " Goods.

the

Always the Leader

AND

e

j

;

j

'

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Foster-Milbur-

Santa

Tr UCnCU
UCAJ
IDKi
f

45

45

PORTLAND CEMENT

I

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

and White Cedar Fence Posts

Screen

ILn

j

IT

WHOLESALE

Minrn

i
LHVV

1

Edith Mannon, wno nas Deen visit-bing her home in Lagnna, is in the city
again.
E ,,T r)obson the attorney of Albu- querque an.ive(1 in Santa Fe yesterday
afternoon and is a guest at the Monte-ger- s
zuma
Manuel U. Vigil, district attorney,
arrived in the Capital from his home
and is at
ITUnov TJillo rff and nn fnr twn Vpfll'S in Albuquerque last evening
Montezuma.
,.f;the
and they have done me a world
Mrs. Rafaele Pettini arrived on Mon- a dull Dain in the small of
rnnd.
in Santa Fe for
my back, sometimes extending into; day from her home
mv bladder caused me a greac deal a visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
of trouble particularly when I toolc P. R. Trujillo. Taos Recorder.
D. B. Stephens, sheriff of Luna counI was bothered mostly in the
cold.
winter, and in addition to the pain ty, and Deputy Sheriff P. A. Hillard,
in my back, there were symptoms of arrived in the city yesterday after
Inflammation of the bladder. The kid noon and are registered at the Palace.
J. D. Hand, the rancher and real
ney secretions were highly coloreSouthern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
wit.1 estate man at Los Alamos, San Miguel
were
attended
when
and
passed
TICKETS
REGISTER
WE
GIVE
PURCHASES.
WITH ALL CASH
a scalding pain. I never used another county, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as afternoon and is stopping at the MonDoan's Kidney Pills. They proved to tezuma.
J. J. Van Deren, formerly head of
be just the medicine my case required
and the complete cure they brought the dress goods and silk department
has led me to recommend them on of Rosenwald Brothers, of Albuquermore than one occasion."
que, has accepted a position with the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 White House.
n
Co., Buffalo,
Miss Sara Freidman, sister of Mrs.
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United D. S. Lowitzki, and Miss Minnie Brus- ki, a friend of Mrs. Lowitzki, both of
States.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Remember the name Doan's and Chicago, are visiting Mrs. Lowitzki at
her home on Washington avenue.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages take no other.
DeForest Lord is here from Santa
Fe visiting with Ralph Phillips.
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
is the young son of Mrs. A. B.
AROUND THE STATE
Renehan.
He is having a fine time,
and will make his young friends an
extended visit. Taos Recorder.
Phone Black
Phone Black
IT IS UP TO YOU.
Miss Spinier, who has been at the
1
1
head of the alteration department of
Growl, and the way looks dreary;
one of the large Denver houses has
Laugh, and the path is bright;
For a welcome smile
accepted a similar position with the
White House, succeeding Mrs. Baca
Brings sunshine, while
Dawson Coal
A frown shuts out the light.
who has ably been filling that posiIola
tion.
Sawed
Wood
El Toro
Sigh, and you "rake in" nothing,
Work and the prize is won;
STOCK EXCHANGE DEALINGS
For the nervy man
DULL AND IRREGULAR.
With backbone can
By nothing be outdone.
Market Leaders Were Neglected Until
Near Close of Today's Brief
Hustle, and fortune awaits you,
Session.
Shirk! and defeat is sure;
For there's no chance
All Kinds of Building Materials.
(By Special Leased Wlr to New Mexican)
Of deliverance
New York, N. Y., June 8. Dullness
For the chap who can't endure.
Doors, Red
and irregularity marked the early
dealings on the stock exchange today.
Sing, and the world's harmonious
Vard JJ3 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
Price changes were unimportant aside
Grumble, and things go wrong,
from a
And all the time
Phone, Red 100
gain in Canadian and
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
You are out of rhyme
points or more in one of the former
With the busy, hustling throng.
tobacco subsidiaries.
Gains of four to
thirteen points in the several
Kick, and there's trouble brewing,
tobacco issues were notewo.-thWhistle, and life is gay,
features of the first hour. Beet sugar
And the world's in tune
and American Sugar also were moderLike a day in June,
ately strong.
And the clouds all melt away.
The market closed easy. Today's
Unknown.
brief session on the stock exchange
was perrunctory and
uninteresting
Indian Boy Drowned.
The market
favoiites
The
old son of Justo Concho, throughout.
TO
were utterly neglected until near the
a Pueblo Indian, fell into the river at
when the whole list went off
the Pueblo at Taos and was drowned. close,
somewhat.
The body of the little fellow was in
the water about half an hour and was CASE
OF EXTREME
C A C 1M AMP V and ,nconvenience by Purchasing Wells
carried by the torrent to the headgate
CRUELTY TO A DOG.
V C
I Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelof the Acequia Madre near Taos.

Again Reminds You of

viimmi

i

llLLL-MUii- ll

one-poi-

ByCuticura Remedies Which
ommends for Skin Troubles.

He Rec-

" While attending school at Lebanon, Ohio,
scars, and
In 1882, there was a small-po- x
we were ail vaccinated. Presumably from
impure virus used, I become afflicted with
boils, wnicti lasted lor auoni
two yrers, when the affliction,
tssumcd the form of an
eczema on my face, the lower
part of my face being Inflamed most of the time.
There would be water-blisterire up, and open, and
wherever the water would
touch it would burn, and
cause another one to rlre.
V
to I
wouiu open,
Alter me
the place would scab over,
K.,m anrl ttfh m
as to be almost unbearable at times. In this
way the sores would spread from one place to
another, back and forth oyer the whole of my
upper lip and chin, and at times the whole
lower part of my face would be a solid sore.
This condition cominued for four or five years,
without getting any better, and In fact got
worse all the time, so much so that my wife
became alarmed lest it prove fatal.
"During all this time of boils and eczema,
I doctored with the best physicians of this
part of the country, but to no avail. Finally
I decided to try Cuticura Remedies, which I
did, taking the Cuticura Resolvent internally, applying the Cuticura Ointment to
the sores, and using the Cuticura Soap for
washing. In a very short time I began to
notice Improvements, and continued to uso
the Cuticura Remedies until within less than
a year I was well again, and have not had a
recurrence of the trouble since, which is over
twenty years. I have recommended Cuticura
Remedies to others ever since, and have great
faith in them as remedies for skin diseases."
(Siirned) A. C. Brandon, Attorney-at-LaO., Jan. 17. 1911.
Sold throughout the world.
Send tr
&
Potter D. C. Corp., Ipt. 3A, Boston, fo;
free sample of Cuticura Soap and Ointment.

J

Parts of the World.

IHUnC

jA

er's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.

,S,t

U.

--

S., CANADA, MEXICO

S

SENT BY TELEURAPH,

REMITTANCES

Santa Fe, N. M.

W. C. LONG, Agt.,

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

139

LIVERY

J.

R. CREATH,

310

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.

Prom

Corn and Oats Sagged Then Climbed
and Provisions Strengthened
With Demand.

BARRANCA TO TAOSJ t By Sppclnl Leased Wire to New Mexican)
111., June 8.
Rain last night
Meets Both North South ir Chicago,
Kansas and Nebraska gave the
wheat market today an easy tone.
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Kegular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good covered' nacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.1)0
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami
French Noodle Order 10c a dUn,
furnished commero'al men to take In
Kew Turk Chop Suey 50c the surrounding toins. Wire E'.nbudn
station.
o Doors Below F. Andrews

Institute.

LAST NIGHT'S RAINS
GAVE MARKET EASY TONE.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
La Salle Restaurant

tells

Store.

However the moisture was light and
prices did not sag much. Opening figto
ures were
lower. Septo 105
tember started at 105
After a rally to 106
the price
fell back to 103
Demand from
commission houses found corn offerings light. July opened unchanged at
74
and ascended to 75
Oats.
Cash houses were good buyers of
futures in the oats crowd. July started a shade off to
up at 01
to 51
and climbed to 52c.
Provisions.
Provisions showed strength in sympathy with the market for live hogs.
Initial sales varied from last night's
level, to 2
higher, with September
deliveries 18.90 for pork; 11.10 for lard,
and 10.62
for ribs.
4

8

8

4

S

2

Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

2

2

TIE

ALBANY HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To

Be Completed July 1st, 1912.

With a flaming rag wrapped around
its body and dripping with kerosene a
small cur dog, the pet of Mrs. Mary
Bulger of Garcia street, ran into her
presence yesterday yelping with agonv.
According to Mrs. Bulger two young
ladies followed and laughingly
acknowledged that they had executed the
alleged joke. The ears of the dog
were burned off and the flesh of its
body cooked. Moaning with pain the
unfortunate animal has lain since that
time, as Mrs. Bularer desirpd in niWr
the police to view the animal before
cnioroform was administered and the
dog relieved of its misery.
The police were notified. Mrs Ttni.
ger said, but took no apparent interest in the case. In the absence of a
local branch of the Society for the
prevention of Cruelty to Animals it
seems that the perpetrators of the nut.
rage may go unpunished.

how she did so: "I was bothered
with my kidneys and had to go nearly
double. I tried a sample of Foley Kidney Pills and they did me so much
good that I bought a bottle, and feel
that they saved me a big doctor's bill." Yesterday's Program for the Teachers'

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Fullen vs. Fullen.
L. O. Fullen at Roswell, filed suit
,i
the district court asking for a
divorce from his wife, Dorothy B. Fullen. They were married in San Francisco, Cal., January 1906. One child
was born, and one little girl adopted.
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich.,

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Married at Santa Fe.
John H. Dunn and Miss Adelaide
Sandoval of Taos, were married Monday at Santa Fe by Justice of the
Peace M. B. Salazar. The newly weds
returned to Taos Tuesday, and have
gone to housekeeping in the Dr. Cool;
house. Taos Recorder.

NOTICE.

Proposals will be received by the

board of county commissioners
of
Santa Fe county, New Mexico, for the
construction of a bridge over the San
ta Fe river on Agua Fria road within
the city limits of the city of Santa Fe.
Plans and specifications are now on
file in the office of the county clerk.
Bidders will be permitted to submit
plans and specifications of their own
(subject to the approval of the board)
together with their bid. All bids will
be opened on the first day of July, A.
D., 1912, at 2 o'clock p. m. The board
reserves the right to reject any and
all bids.
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
Chairman.
Attest:
M. A. ORTIZ. Clerk.
May 31st, 1912.

fBv Special Leases Wire to New Mexican)
Colorado Springs, Colo., June 8.
Suit for divorce has been filed in the
district court here by Rebecca K. Davis, wife of Henry K. B. Davis, Jr., a
grandson of Jefferso n Davis, president of the confederacy.
is charged. They were married here
a year ago. Mrs. Davis was formerly
Miss Betty Kissell, a prominent society girl of Colorado Springs.

THE

:

:

Leave orders

Patronize home industry.

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK M. JONES.

S.8-

-

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No.

For Full Information Call,

i

Or-

ed 76

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES
TO POINTS IN

CALIFORNIA, OREGON,
WASHINGTON.
LOS ANGELES,

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

June

SAN FRANCISCO one way via
PORTLAND

31

;

Sept.

1,

or SEATTLE,

$67.50

DATES OF SALE :
12, 13, 14, IS, 16,17, 18, 19, 20. Return
Ail?. 29, 30,

e

2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

limit Aug.

Return limit Oct.

12, 1912

31, 1912.

PRIVILEGES
LIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA

each other.

STENZEL ECZEMA LIPI!

YOU CAN GET

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

E

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Nashville, Tenn., June 8. A special
from Johnson City, says twenty-fivmen were killed today at Dante, Vir
ginia, a mining town, in a fight start
and
ed over a card game. Miners
mountaineers were arrayed against

WHEN

Delivered to your house.

KILLED OVER
CARD GAME IN TENNESSEE.

TWENTY-FIV-

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

suits.

SUED GRANDSON OF JEFFERSON
DAVIS FOR DIVORCE.

All

r

BEST.
Costs no more but gives the best re

General Express Forwarders

Phone 14

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Opera House and Business
Houses Were Consumed This
Morning.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

y

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone 14.

M ackel's

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Las Vegas, N. M., June 8. Fire early
in
this morning destroyed property
West Las Vegas to the value of $110,
000. Mackel's opera house, the Romeestablish
ro Mercantile Company's
ment, offices of the Las Vegas Mercan
tile Company and the store of Danzi-ge- r
Brothers were destroyed. The fire
started in the opera house from some
unknown cause.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

LAS VEGAS FIRE DESTROYED
$110,000 WORTH OF PROPERTY.

H. L. Blomquist, Esdaile, Wis., says
his wife considers Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound the best cough cure on
the market. "She has tried various
kinds but Foley's gives the best result
of all.''

high-price- d

IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND-ANFISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT. OUR LINES ARE NEW
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT RUSTY.
WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS YOUR
MIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR STORE IS THE
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.

Pullman -- nd Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.
For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Agent.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

clear white liquid for cleausing
and healing skin and scalp
diseases.
Stops itching or burning instantly;
A

purifying

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

SANTA FE, N. M.

cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
The Teachers' Institute opened its the disease begins to disappear.
exercises Friday morning with the folPrice $1. Sold In Santa Fe by Fisch
4 Horse Power
er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
lowing program:
Piano solo
Miss Evelyn MeBride
PRICE,
$165.00
Violin soio
Miss Laura Wood
With
Magneto.
Imported
Accompanied by Miss E. Hickox.
A MotorOycle without a doubt with trouble
AND
BAGGAGE
STATE
NEW
the
left
at
factory.
selection
Literary
Mr. Rupert F. Asplund
EXPRESS LINE.
Vocal duet
Misses
Hazel Sparks, Lola
Michelson
It costs but little to renew your
Red 161.
Accompanied by Miss E. Hickox
See RHOADS and
Furniture.
Violin solo
Miss Ruth Safford Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
let him show you what be can do
Accompanied by Miss E. MeBride.
104
Several visitors were present and
the selections were greatly appreciat157 W.
SANTA FE.N. M.
Telephone
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.
ed by all.
PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.
Committee:
Miss Edith Hickox,
Miss Willie Comer,
Miss Louise Dockweiler,
Society Stationery The New Mexican Printing Company have on hand
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
and can make up promptly the latest
forms In society stationery. The new
by local applications, as they cannot
size correspondence cards, etc. Orreach the diseased portion of the ear.
ders taken for engraved and em
There is only one way to cure deafbossed work. Several lines to make
ness, and that is by constitutional
your selection from.
Deafness is caused by an
remedies.
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumCENTENNIAL
bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
attractive
for
D'urnlshed
when it is entirely closed, deafness
CELEBRATION,
enterprise!
Is the result, and unless the inflamla all substantial lines of business.
SISTERS OF LORETTO
mation can be taken out and this tube
for
Railroads, Tractions, Water & Electo
normal
hearrestored
its
tric Powers, Irrigations, Timber,
condition,
N. M.,
SANTA
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
Agricultural & Industrial.
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
Issues
and
Stock
Debenture
Bond,
which is nothing but an inflamed con-- 1
June 11th to 15tti, 1912.
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
dition of the mucous surfaces.
Properties purchased for Europeaii
WTe will give One Hundred Dollars
exploitation and investment
FARE
ONE AND ONE-FIFT- H
for any case ot Deafness, caused by
Financial Undertakings of all sort
ALL POINTS IN NEW MEXICO
Thirty years' of experience in
bundled.
catarrh, that cannot be cured by
tailoring in seme of the largest
Miscellaneous commissions and orHall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuTo
ders of all characters accepted for excities in Europe and America.
lars, free.
ecution In any European country.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
DATES OF SALE,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Correspondence enclosing full deAvenue.
101
invited.
at
first
tails
Washington
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiwiting
June 10th, llth and 12th. Return
pation.
THE INTERNATIONAL BANKERS ALLIANCE
Limit, June 17th, 1912.
Pbooe Black 223.
Curry has
Congressman George
writtprv fHanria tn TYnawplI that. ho
Street? H.S. LUTZ,
Bloomsbury
Aft., SANTA F5,S.E
will visit them the latter part of June
Goods Called for and Delivered.
London,
England,
Miss Lillie Hammer, who conducts

Pope Motor Cycle

J.F.RHOADS
UPHOLSTERING

and repairing of your
FURNITURE

Phone

Galisteo Street

::

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor

Will clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

or

reasonable prices and EUROPEAN CAPITAL
will guarantee his work.
Ladies'
Orders taken
MiD-in-

and Gents' Custom

FE,

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Santa Fe and Return
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measure."
The conference committee
on the
appropriation bill reported that the
committee wanted f irther time and
ihe Senate took a recess
Senate Bill No. :1C, the public lands
bill, was passed as amended in con-
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to the sieeims couiinmee.
.New Mexico Museum Hi s
four i:i MINISTER ARRESTED
In the Probate Court, for the County
The House conference committee' number) was read. It
ON MURDER CHARGE.
provides for a
or Santa Fe, Slate of New Mexico.
on the appropriations bill reported that (board of
regents of seven members,
it failed to agree with the Semite com- - citizens of New Mexico, two to be
in
the Matter of the Estate of Eli:a-bet(RSp. ci;,! T.raspfl Wire to New Mi xlcm)
inittee. tiie House committee insisting members of the An Ideological insti-"- "
OF BOTH
P. MeCuen, Deceased.
New Sweden, .Maine, June y On a
Io pay for an assistant attor-- i tute. one of tile Historical
Society,
TO
WHOM
IT MAY CONCERN:
Iney general for the remainder of the 'one of the Archaeological Society ant! charge of murder, the Rev. Charles
Will and Testament of Elizabeti;
ference.
fiscal year and $2.(IOn for the CfmiiM''- nil tn lip Mnlmintorl hv tli piiviirnrir Kmelius, a Lutheran minister, was ar- Last
P. McCuen:
Senate Saturday Forenoon.
As a Result Some Sixty More Bills Are Piled up on Gcv.
year: and to pay the Speaker of the 'the governor however, to be one of rested here today. He js accused of
House Rill No. 272,
House and the President of the Conn-- , the seven regents,
.Notice is hereby given, that the 1st
the
,
killed
having
his
regarding
ernor McDonald's Table This Noon Republican
August
sale of property for delinquent
.lacobson, on June 17,
taxes, cil $lfi0 each for services necessary in! The House refused to table
The local day of July, 1912, at 9 o'clock a. m. of
passed 17 to 5.
measures, etc., after the ad-- ' Hon No. in. by Chrisman. to submit yutniirm es at the rime hmiiInn..j said day, and the court room of said
Legislative Program Put Through.
On all a statewide prohibition amendment to Jacobson's death a case of suicide bit' court, at the County four: lions-?The conference committee recom- journment of the legislature.
in
the constitution to the people. Llew- - reports of the attorney general's ollice the County of Santa F. State of New
mended that the Senate do not concur other items agreement was reached,
senate Hill No. 42 by Ilfeld, provid- - eilyn made a brilliant defense in favor maintain he had been burned
The last uay of the first legislative work that had to be accomplished.
in the last four amendments sent
Mexico, lias been appointrd
&s
tiie
S
ing that executions take place at the of t he submission of the amendment.
It is too early to estimate the total down by the House.
time and place of pioving the will of
,
session of the state of New Mexico
Crampton moved
penitentiary, was taken up. An amend-- ; He said that it is a question that will
Mrs. Lela l.ov, wile of Wiley Love, said Elizabeth P. McCten. deceased
found both houses working hard and it result of the first legislative assem- to go into committee of the whole in ment
by Burg to have executions take not down until it is settled. The
bly's
and
is
executive
work,
session.
worth
:a farmer living near Covena, Ga., says:' and for hearing the applicnion of
Barth raised ob
while,
hardly
was long after dawn, when both took
at
was
lost
is to 10. The tion of i:.,0H0 people for the opportuni-bil- l "' naV(-- taken
night
John 11. Walker, for the issuance to
a recess for breakfast. During
'
the until Governor McDonald has had his jection on constitutional grounds.
Kidney I'ills and
was passed 30 to 9.
ty to vote on this proposition is sig- Mind them to be Foley
final say-shim of letters testamentary i.hereon
on each act.
said
Crampton
that
all
fithere
is
som
bills
claim
were
you
in
for
hours,
them.
night
sixtly
nothing
If you think you are playing iThev pin-- ,Mt oi.
The conference committee
anietid- - nini'!ln'.
.
i
the
to
constitution
Senate
M. A. ORTIZ,
'
to
"
the governor.
prevent executive nients to the
Friday Evening.
nally passed and sent
'."
,T M,
appropriation bill were good politics by voting down this reso-sessions in committee of the whole.
Clerk of said court.
The principal fight was over the genWhen the Senate reconvened
at
lution
read and adopted. The most import
i can
Clark raised a point of order
By V. I. ALARM), Deputy.
cneertnlly recommend
era! appropriation bill, on which there 5:10 last evening, f irther appointtion movement is sweeping state after ui.ieme.
against
ant
amendment
the
places
immigration
them to all sufferers from
kited at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
were three conference reports before ments by Governor McDonald were re- the motion and was sustained by pres- - work under the jurisdiction of
kidney
the state and it must be settled in this troubles." For sab- - by all
me upsnot was that the bill land commissioner
s:h day of June A. D., 1912.
"lem.
druggists.
there was an agreement. The items ceived as follows:
state
the
by
him
people.
$H,."(m)
Burg expressed
giving
was again sent to conference.
of difference were
for that purpose. Rogers objected to similar sentiment.
comparatively
State engineer, James A. French
moved
to
McCoy
.
take
but
both
were
houses
House
stubborn
an appropriation for the traveling ex
up
slight,
w uuna Ana cuuniy, io succeed Lhas.
Llewellyn said he would hate to be
Joint Resolution No. in, providing for penses
and finally spli the difference on two tj Miller.
of the district judges.
Jewel- - connected with any business that fear
the
submission
of
a statewide prohibi- - lyn defended this item. The House ed to submit this
wuutc .queuing nuiu
,m.m.Ucm
cptestion to the peo-Traveling auditor, Howell Earnest tion amendment, but the
two of them, regarding the salary of 0( rnion
motion was agreed to the amendments and the 1'Ie. I am against the liquor traffic, '(
county, the present
tabled, 18 to 8.
entire bill by .16 to 4.
am against the saloon; it. is robbing
attorney general. The entire bent.
House Bill No. 207, by Speaker Baca, New Mexico of its best youth: I have
i ne coniereuce committee on the
legislative program of the Republican
Superintendent of the
majority was passed finally but party James B. Mc.Manus of Bernalillo
appropriate bill
that the providing for a uniform system of a list heie of 17 young men in my
conn House had receded reported
lines were drawn on only a few meas
from its obiection. accounting and placing the traveling county,
cultured, who
the
ty,
present incumbent.
able amendments and the bill was auditor and bank examiner under the fill drunkard's graves. The resolution
ures and those minor ones.
'
State librarian. Mrs Mnrv at vtn.
passed 21 to 3, Barth, Evans and Ma- state auditor, was tabled 19 to 22. was passed 27 to 1.". Those voting
As the night hours waned, formality tcry 0f ganta Fe
Mcliols was the only Democrat to vote against the resolution were: M. E.I
county.,
bry.
in disposing of the bills, especially in
Miners' Hospital at Raton
F Ti
Baca, Blanchard, Bouhvare, Catron,
House Bill No. 19S, the game and for the bill.
a
"aa ttufiuuiicu iu
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
riumpnrey, George H Webster C A. fish protection and
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill ('nilves- Cage, Goodell, House, hobato,
extent. Few members were in their .White A. J. Meloche R If
iw
Carter ill was passed 2D to l.
No. 9t, providing for the election
!'Cillivray,
Montoya,
Quintana
of
Tripp,
ot-iiiODS, Electricity plays a most imporswLB uul guiueitru aiuiuiu tut;
( oliax COUIly
Burns introduced Senate Bill No. Doards ot education in municipalities, Trujillo and Vargas.
er's rostrum and followed the bills as
AsyIllm for thg Insan? at j
board
to
tant part. The grandfather would
the
House
five
consist
of
Bill
for
Substitute
House
No.
members
19U,
providing a severe penalty for brione was read after the other, and for gas R c de
Bacai Dan
and the first election to take place in u, as amended by the Senate, the I
bery. It was passed unanimously.
a time were passed at the rate of son RaV!lolaSi w (J
be amazed at the radiance of the modMedical Bill, was passed 2S to 1.
Qgle and jj
The Senate concurred in the House 191H, was passed :?2 to 0.
twelve an hour.
,
Sena all of San m
Senate Bill No. 95, authorizing muniHouse Bill, No. 2s:l, by Burg, provid-- !
ern home -- and why all this light? To
amendments to Senate Bill No. 86, an
That does not say that each measto issue bonds for municipal ing for a uniform system of accounts;
cipalities
Spanish American Normal school at act to regulate the
make the home more homelike to make
corporation com- witer and sewer systems was
ure was not closely scrutinized. Once El Rito, Samuel
passed for all counties and municipalities,!
Eldodt, Rio Arriba; mission procedure.
n.
or twice, when the House was caught Francisco
56
to
:is
0.
to
passed
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
House Bill No. 191, an act defining
V.
Delgado, Santa Fe; J.
A motion of Vargas at 1::;u ,1. m. to
House Bill No. 167, by Cordova ap.i
napping, it was only a few minutes be- Beck, Rio Arriba; Vencesiao Jara-mill- bigamy, etc., and
providing
punishfor
Techfather, mother and children. Good light
fore the bill was reconsidered.
propriating $5,000 for a wagon road adjourn met with opposition, Llewel-2Rio Arriba; Porfirio Abreu, ment therefore, was tabled.
nical errors were repeatedly corrected Taos.
to lyn saying that if the members were
nouse hiii No. 28::, providing a uni- from Mora to Taos was passed
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
and there were amendments and
Board of Osteopath, C. H. Connors of form system of accounting for all 135.
'sitting in a game of poker lliey would
desired.
sevHouse
while
o.
Resolution
to
Joint
1,
many a measure,
by be willing to stay all night.
changes
Albuquerque; C. A. Wheelon of Santa counties, institutions and munieipali
Senate Bill No. 185. the Cramnton
eral met a timely death. It must be Fe; Walter Ma-- es of Socorro.
ties under the traveling auditor pass- Carter and Smith proposing an initia-- !
tivo and referendum amendment
to Corrupt. Practices Act. passed :!S to 0.
understood too, that all of the bills
Board of Embalmers, A. Borders of ed.
bad been well considered in commit- Bernalillo; M. H. Koch of
The Senate concurred in the House the state constitution, was defeated. Senate Bill No. JN4, the Crampton!
,0 2ntee and had been carefully drafted and Clark Diliey of Chaves; C. V. Quay;
to Senate Substitute for
amendment
Primary Hill, was passed 21 to 14.
Stead
The House at 11:55 p. m. adjourned; Senate Bill Xo. 91.
Most of the sixty bills of Curry;
Senate
Bill
No.
Walton-Holthe
t
creating the of-- :
11,
O. Strong of BernaHarry
iu li.uj a. in. Saturday, so as to start tee ot district clerk, passed 26 to 14.
Publication Act.
passed in the House since last even- lillo.
a new legislative day, the ninetieth! Senate Bill No. 76,
House Bill No. 287, by Campbc
defining the pro- to anu
ing, were Senate measures and includMabry moved to call up the full amena
last oi tne session.
cod lire, powers, etc., of the Corporation
the law for
ed such important legislation as the crews bill of
advertising
Chaves. Page moved to
House Saturday Morning.
Commission, was passed ?A to 2.
estrays, was passed.
Corrupt Practices and Primary Elec- table the motion.
Governor McDonald took a seat be-said
McCoy
that
inSenate
Speaker Baca appointed Llewellyn,
No.
Bill
was
197,
Some
excitement
Acts.
tions
by McCoy, the siue the
he was greatly interested in that bill fence
Speaker.
Catron, Burg, Evans, Love. Boulware,
law, which had been previously
jected into the House proceedings, hin self but can't see the
The early morning session opened Blanchard, Cooney, Hilton and Mullens
necessity of passed but without enacting clause
OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
Then at the hour of midnight, the pro- calling for it in that
was reintroduced with that defect rem- with a josh, a resolution by Manza- - to confer with the Senate conference
way.
Mabry
amendstatewide
prohibition
posed
IENT as to touch the button and
nares
that
the
married
telemembers
withdrew
thereupon
committee on the Appropriation Bill,
edied and passed.
his motion.
ment to the constitution, which had
A message from Governor
phone their wives that they will not
Manzanares
was
called
The
to
the
chair
Senate
McDonconcurred
sudin the House be home until
been chloroformed in committee,
your stove is ready to cook your
ald asked for the return of the mes- amendment to Senate Bill No.
morning.
jat 2:40 a. m.
169,
denly was brought to life and was
House
Bill
No.
26!!,
iron
Baca
Manzanares,
resumed
by
the
for
chair,
ready to use, your toasted
sage appointing the board of regents
industrial education in the
for the distribution of funds derived;
passed in the House by good majority of the New Mexico
The conference committee on ap- schools.
public
so
Museum,
for
that
House
the
hurried
ready
breakfast, your vacuamidst oratorical fireworks, the
he might make a correction
After a debate, the Senate tin ssmt from national forests, urovidinar that
by withum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
thus getting its record straight on the
the
which goes into the conn- - agreed to strike out the approprictinti
House
Substitute
two
for
drawing
House
Bill No.
names, as the terms of
ty good roads fund, shall be expended of $2,917 for the attorney general's!
proposition, the measure gathering to two members on
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatthe o.d board had Ill, appropriating funds to pay the under the
itself not only prohibition advocates, not
of the State office. The House agreed to this.
supervision
of
expenses
the bribery investigation.
ed
rooms. Electricity will do everything
expired.
on! Senate Bill No. 61, the public monies
but also those who subscribe to the
The report of the conference com- Doepp opposed the measure and in- Highway Commission, was tabled
for
motion
of
Hilton.
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
cardinal principle that the people mittee on
depository bill was tabled.
the county salaries bill was sisted that the accused men should pay
House Bill No. 287, by Campbell,!
anti-- j
a
should be permitted to vote on every
No.
Bill
Senate
Sti,
their
own
and n!ght' Estimates and full inforstringent
He
day
also
attorneys.
taken
and the conference amendobjected
to the advertisement of bribery bill, was passed :;o to :i. After!
to paying the sergeant-at-arnis- ,
measure for which there is an evident ments up
be- relating
mation
were agreed upon.
cheeerfully given.
!a squabble over the absence of the;
estrays was passed SI to 1.
cause the latter already was
desire of submission.
When the Senate reconvened at 8
receiving
1 JO,
Kill
No.
benate
j
pre-clause
bill
was
a
sent
back
?6
Holt,
the
by
enacting
day. Barth said he does not see
During the night, coffee and sand- P m., after the supper recess, Senate
why, if the House hired an attorney scribing commissions w hich may be to the Senate for correction.
wiches were served in the office of Joint Resolution No. 6,
loan!
denouncing the that the men should not be given the charged by money lenders and
Senate BilL Xo. 1ST. to define the
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable, and Democrats of Arizona for
disfranchis- same privilege. Doepp said he was brokers, was passed ?Z to 0.
in accordance with the old saying that ing the Spanish
A House Substitute for the House
Americans
was
to the entire bilL Evans
(Continued on Page Seven.)
path passed. Barth opposed the resolution opposed
people would wear a
himself
as
to
opposed
a
were
paying
to a good thing, there
always
on the ground that, it was
the attorneys on either side. The bill
score or more of legislators on their cai nledicine, He denounced the Re
16
to
8,
passed
Alldredge,
Barth,
way to or in, the game warden's hospi- - pelicans as the
"
Doepp, Evans, Hinkle, Mabry, McCoy
table quarters.
and Walton voting no.
party. He praised thfi Spanjsn
A tribute must be paid to the em- - icans and paid his
compliments to the
"c"olc Din .u.
uy uowman. n:i
ployes of both houses who worked New Mexican declaring that it. was a iRsurance act, was tabled
like beavers during the night to keep yellow rag, that if he saw anvthine in
The Senate at six this morning took
up with the routine work that over- - the New Mexican he knew it wasn't a recess to 9 a. m.
whelmed them. Every bill that was so and concluded with: "I would not
House Friday Evening.
passed had to be enrolled and as some convict a yellow dog of stealing de- Representative V. H. H. Llewellvn
a Shoe
o the measures had as many as a hun- - cayed meat on what was
the opening of the session stated
published jat
Store with
cred typewritten pages, it can be im- - jn the New Mexican " The resolution to the House that a telegram had just
a just right
from
agined that typewriters were kept passed later 16 to 8, after a lengthy been received
Sherman which brought forcibly to the
clicking. Every stenographer in town wrangle.
Shoe for every foot
who could be drafted into service was
page asked him if he will deny that noinn me met tnat Xew Mexico is
in the family. From
longer a territory but is on the
employeu while the veteran employes such a law disfranchising the
Spanish- - map as a state:
thehead of the housedirected the tremendous amount of Americans had been
passed by the Ar Hon. A. B.
hold down to the
Fall, Santa Fe, X. M.
izona legislative in 1909.
My heartiest congratulations upon
Barth replied that he did not, that
creeping
baby, we've
your
It gives me genuine
he favored censuring anyone who fa-- !
Footwear for every
I too congratulate
pleasure.
vourl
18 interested and should know
vored disfranchising the
Spanish stHteJ. S. S HER. MAX.
requirement.
MARVEL Whirling Spray Americans but he doe3 not propose to
Llewellyn, chairman of the House
new vaginal ynnge.
his party put on record as help-- ! conference committee
jhave
on the appropri-- l
uest mcst convenient, it
ing to adopt the resolution as
his ation bill, reported
cleanses instantly.
disagreement on
j party was put on record
Ask your drueeist tor ;
in the House, several
points, especially as to the apIf he cannot sutinlv
giving all the credit to the Republican propriations for the
MARVEL, accent no
HIQH OR LOW CUT,
attorney general's
4ut send stamo for ilKistrat-rparty. "It is a ticklish question and oi'ice. The report was received
ami
book
sealed. It gives full particu
Bright orDull Leaththe Democrats voted in the constitu-- I jthe committee was directed to
lars anddirrrtlnne ..
seek an
MARVEL CQ.,44Eist23d
ers and Tans, conStreet. New Yk
tional convention and election on this .'(tjustment on the
disputed points.
House Bill Xo. 2.'!3. by Chaves, an
servative models or
act to extend the provisions of Chapnew high or rethe
ter 64, Laws of 190:1,
regarding regisceding toes.
tration of voters, to municipalities,
A shoe excellence
umg umi voters wno are
not registered may be permitted to
hard to duplicate at
vote if they present an
affidavit, was
the price at other
passed 22 to 1.
stores.
me conference committee on the
ruonc Lands Bill reported agreement
cn various amendments. The main
$3.00, $3.50,
UNTIL YOU HAVE SEEN
changes refer to the locating of lands
;
and the appointment of
locating
$4.00, $4.50
agents. The House concurred in the
amendments by a vote of 32 to 0
Rececived ESPECIALLY FOR
AND $5.00
SALE
Chrisman sought to call up the Mcof
Coy fence bill. Tully opposed it for
"49" reasons, the principal reason be
ing tnat it would destroy the cattle
industry in Xew Mexico, which at
mio Lime woum De unfortunate beHIGH OR LOW CUT MODcause the state cannot afford to lose
(he revenue.
choice
The cow man cannot
ELS, The new Hand
sunive if he must go to court every.
weeek
Boots and
for
he must have some time to
day,
attend to his herds. The old herd law
Handsome Oxfords,
was fair enough but this fence law is
the
Ties, Pumps,
neither meat, fowl or good red herring
. . . .
smart Colonials, SlipIt should be labeled: "A bill to make
pooa tees for justices of the peace
pers, etc., etc. Tans,
and constables."
Clocks,
Suedes,
Velvets, SatHouse Bill Xo. 2.34, a fence measure,
choice
White
ins
and
was tabled by 16 to 14 on motion of
Shoes in Nu-buGloves,
Tully.
House Bill Xo. 227, by Moreno, apand Canvas.
30 H. P. 4 Cylinder, 5 Passenger Car,
$1,250
propriating $8,000 to build a bridge
across the Rio Grande at Las Cruces,
THE BEST SHOES FOR THE MONEY.
was on motion of Carter
36 II. P. 4
AGENTS .FOR THE PICTORIAL REVIEW PATTERNS.
5
1,500 to the author
$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 and $4.50
to change the direct appropriation to a loan.
5
SPLENDID NATURE-SHAPHouse Bill Xo. 154, by Cordova, makSHOES FOR CHILDREN.
1,850
ing the sale of animals on "partido"
Notice Our
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contract without consent of the ownALL FULLY EQUIPPED.
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er, a felony.
Where
See
Tully said this measure would preOur
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vent outside buyers from coming into
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ed to strike out section 2. This was
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RECORDED IN WASHINGTON.
and left this morning for. his
The Lpper Pecos was visited yester- - night
further up ,ne river Misg
coltage
day afternoon and last night by a steila Bergere one of Santa Fe's most Seismograph of Universities Troubled
splendid rainfall a thing much needed, beautiful young ladies, accompanied
By Shocks Many Thousands
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Mr. Hately and his party who spent

UNION f

TARIFF

While the New Mexican regrets the
the noxious influences which exhale
SENATOR
from their moral rottenness will be abolishment of the bureau of immigraROOT.
Those who run may read the Roose- - neutralized by the active and imper- - tion, yet it is commendable that immivelt character or at least, tempera-- 1 ishable principles of virtue and truth, gration work is to be prosecuted, al- ment in the relationship of the third-- j incarnate in the forms of honest, though under different auspices, The
term candidate toward Elihu Root. If! faithful and capable men, who are sum of $G, 500 appropriated for that
purpose will come back to the state
the Colonel is not all things to all; their colleagues in duty."
Even if it should happen, through many times through the tourists and
men, he at least is all things to Senany inexplicable combination of cir- - homeseekers who will be attracted
ator Root.
In brief, he is willing to credit, or cumstances, that the most or all of the: by proper advertising.
The
official positions in the state can majority thereby refutes the lie
discredit the New York Senator wholly
and nation should be held by daring that it is opposed to newcomers and
according to his own interests.
A few years ago Mr. Root was the and unscrupulous incumbents, defiant immigration to the new state.
greatest man of his time, according to of God and regardless of their fellow
i
If this character- men, the unshaken integrity and in
t if '
Colonel Roosevelt.
riA
Dni,in.
1
C
:
T, illustrated
ization was accepted
by intelligent corruptibility of the people would
and beautifully
Americans with a great deal of reser- eventually thwart the lawless machi- printed tourist pamphlet just issued
vation, it was still accepted as Colonel nations of their unworthy rulers and by the passenger department of the
bring their crafty designs of personal Denver & Rio Grande railroad
Roosevelt's conviction.
in
and public ruin to a
As it happens, Senator Root is a aggrandizement
which Santa Fe and New Mexico are
sure and

Gallegos, receiver, and Royal A. Prentice, register of the land office at
the last four being
The confirmation of R.
H. Sims as receiver and Manuel Oon- zales as register of the land office at
Las Cruces, is to occur this afternoon.
Miss Jaramillo was appointed
post- master at Fort Sumner, Guadalupe
county, to succeed C. C. Henry appointed receiver.
Turned Down Tariff Board.
Washington, D. C, June 8. The
House today voted 72 to 47 not to in-- .
.....
...
,
clUQe m lne suna!y C1V" aPllcaun
bill, the money necessary to continue
tne president's tariff board during the
coming fiscal year.
Lorimer Vote in July.

j

j

Republi-importa-

;

desirable

eI'S

publicity.

The

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Seattle, Wash., June 8 The belch-ing- s
of an Alaska volcano are sharply
recorded on the Seismograph of the
University of Washington. About noon
yesterday the needle began to tremble
and until about 1 o'clock this morning
the disturbance was almost continuous. There is no motion now. The
heaviest shock of all took place at
12:18 o'clock this morning.
Not Earthquake.
The record is not at all that of an
earthquake, but of an eruption. There
are three smoking volcanoes in the reand
gion northwest of Cook Inlet,
visible from the coast. It is supposed
that one of the three, Iliamna, Redoubt or St. Augustine, has broken out.
Cam. rnftLI
Wm 1Hat
The volcanic ash shower that
ered Cord0va yesterday
must have
come from the Cook jnlet count
a(Ji
cording to persons who are familiar'
with the prevailing winds. In the
air 0f Alaska, sound is carried
credible distances some times, and the
"cannonading'' heard in Cordova might
nave originated 200 miles distant.
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(Continued from page one.)
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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How About That Fire Insurance? i
ill

Qot

FULLY PROTECTED?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About It !

TOOMBS MADE GOOD.
i
n
ir, Tniv
Representative O. T. Toombs scor- "NAKED THEFT" SAID ROOSEVELT
''
ed one of the last triumphs of the
Recess for National Conventions,
8
FOUND
adA
HUMAN
THUMB
D.
June
series
session.
before
C.
Just
Washington,
legislative
(Continued From Page One.1
IN PLUG OF TOBACCO.
recesses of the Senate
of three-dajournment this noon, he had recalled
to be covered
from the Senate the House Bill locatweeks
two
the
during
at yesterday's committee meeting
and Democratic (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ing the much prized and hardfought-fo- r were not borne out in
the 'early part by the Republican
Normal; School for eastern New
Conferences
Sacramenta, Calif., June S. Robert
mo- conventions is probable.
of the session.
no
were
There
that the President represents the logi- Mexico at Clovis, and promptly had it tions made and the committee took up cn this course were held among toe . Allen, city street foreman, has quit
leaders of both sides of the Senate chewing tobacco. He quit suddenly
cal and safe evolution of the science tabled, so that at the January session, the contest
sparing at once. Senator chamber today.
when he hit into a piece of his favorite
of government
the actual stability of the other candidates for the school,
the
been
who
far
thus
has
'
including Clayton, will have an even Borah,
plug and his teeth encountered a hu
the Nation.
t
forces,
spokesman for the
man thumb, well preserved.
Allen
Therefore, he is arrayed on the side chance in the contest for the institu- was not in the committee room when
STRAIN TELLS ON FRANKLIN.
of President Taft and against Colonel tion. That was a decided victory and
presented the thumb to his tobacconwas
roll
called.
the
is
of
characteristic
the
ist with his compliments and a "nevRoosevelt.
the Colonel
Wherefore,
C. A. Tawney of Minnesota, was ad- (Continued trom page one.)
er again."
discovers that, instead of being the tenacity of Judge Toombs. Forensicin political acumen, he was mitted on a proxy. State Senator Wilgreatest man of his time, he has be- ally and
and even after he had
come quite unprincipled and danger- to the fore during the entire session, liam Flynn, of Pittsburgh, who came the prosecution
and during the closing days realized on to assist in the Roosevelt battle testified against Darrow before the FORTUNE TELLERS MUST
ous.
GO TO WORK IN DENVER
i
me muts ot an
campaign to had not appeared at the Coliseum. grand jury.
To this example in vaccilation there maintain
Darrow Would Clear Self,
in leg- Taft was given the two delegates from
Hoped
standards
Republican
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
is to be added a later change of heart islation
what seemed an in tho Third nistrirt of Arkansas, the! Asked as to his reasons Ci.for defend- (By Special
on the part of the third term candi- vincible against
T.J
Denver, Colo., June S. Fortune tellcombination.
To him
as first decision of the Republican na- - n8 lr- - L,anow m puunc aner i. uu
date. Finding that his denunciation much as to his
au- ers, crystal gazers, astrologers, psyl
C. C. Cat
4J ' JJi t n,, TeSUlieU UKHIIIBI HUH UC1U1 e uc had
of Root was not applauded by many ron and W. E. associates,
cnic
trance
meaium
"advisers
:
. 7
artists,
"I
thoriUes.
Franklin
replied:
;".."
Blanchard, who led eigni irom mat Slate HUU cue sixteen
w : have t0 bo to woik or quit tne
to
of his followers he was quick
. .
hope that Mr. Darrow
what many thought a forlorn hope in from
Alabama, giving him yesterday. hoped. against
tho
f
change front again, and to declare the first eighty days, it is due that atiXhe
Mm1f
."v city, at the expiration of their nresent
LJ VltHl UIUI.1V11
third district dCision was unanf- WUUIU UCandtltllC
licenses.
The new police and fire
that Senator Root might become the
until
so
continued
hoping
u
Ol
charge
i.re
Hie
,
niuuu
iiusc
1a nxthlno TV,, Wnnrth
legislative
Doard today issued an order for them
;v.mi
temporary chairman of the Chicago program was enacted into law.
stand."
this
I
took
Judge Arkansas District, two delegates, were
a gracious concession, inconvention
i10 close "P as fast as their permits
inf
Toombs is incidentally a scholar,
.u..."
a
t
seated by unanimous votes,
deed; yet this concession has been talented
expired
a
told
had
debater
raconteur,
already
you
"Even
ready
though
follow-etc nothing.
by still another reversal of and has the knack of
had
Darrow
Mr.
that
the
making friends
grand jury
Committeeman Dupont of Delaware,
position.
whichever way he turns. Santa , Fe
given you the bribe money?" asked
anti-TaAgain the truth is emphasized that looks forward with eagerness to ;the w ho has thus far voted with the
Appel
Colonel Roosevelt favors no man or return of himself and his
side, made the motion. A motion
The witness did not answer.
charming
Kenor
man
to
no
and
is
Committeeman
measure,
Burnham,
opposed
i
by
8. Call
New York, N Y., June
family next January.
Court Forced Witness to Reply.
measure, save as his own interests and
tucky, a Roosevelt man, to seat both
Franklin appeared haggard and money nominal; prime paper nominal ;
ambitions are served.
factions in the Fifth Arkansas Dis- worn when he appeared in court today, silver, 59
Mexican dollars, 43;
A START.
f
vote each, will be His long maintained compuses was copper, firm, unchanged:
with
tin. r.ot
A United States Congressman and a trict,
of
defeated forty to ten. The seating
not mucn jn evidence. The defense quoted; lead not quoted; amalgamat- THE SPREADING LIGHT.
newspaper reporter have engaged in a
The votes for women cause moves fist fight in the Capitol of the United the Taft delegates then was confirm- compelled the witness to produce a d, S6
sugar, 133
Atchison,
ed by a viva voce vote.
leaf from his diary giving the date of 107 j.g. Great Northern, 133
New
constantly and definitely forward. It States.
Sixteen Added to Taft Belt.
his appearance before the grand jury. York Central, 119- Northern Pacilie,
is sure to come here in Wisconsin as
The reassuring point in this case is
Sixteen ot the in was on January 20, 1912, five days n9 7.8. Reading, 171
Southern'
111., June S
it is sure to establish itself in every that the Congressman was a very
large Chicago,
country jn the civilized world where and powerful man; that the newspaper eighteen delegates from the state of before he made his confession to Spe- pacjfjc'no
Union Pacific 1691-4- i' is not already established. The reporter was what is sometimes re- Arkansas have been added to the cial United States Prosecutor Oscar steel G9
steel, pfd., 110
Winnipeg Tribune has just shown ferred to as a mere shrimp, in point of "Taft column" by the ReDUblican na- - Lawler and Assistant District Attorney
to
how hopelessly and humorously weak stature; and that the Congressman tional committee eight by yesterday's Ford. The prosecution objected
Lead and Spelter.
is the opposition to this sane, just and was the aggressor in the fight, and decisions, end eight by today's. Two every question asked the witnesses,
St. Louis, Mo., June 8. Lead firm,
of
the
almost
but
Canada.
cause
in
western
disruling
invariably
progressive
riWntPa those froi the sixth
that he was wholly in the wrong.
4:15; spelter firm, $6.756.S5.
They have just taken a straw vote
Here is indicated a measure of pur- trict, were uncontested and classed as the court was favorable to the defense.
among their subscribers on this ques- pose which is strangely unfamiliar. "instructed."
Chicago, 111., June 8. Wheat July
IN HYDROPLANE
tion with his result:
The complaint against the gentlemen
The only serious fight today, culmin- BOY KILLED
109
Sept., 105
TEST ON MISSISSIPPI.
In favor of votes for women, 4,520. in Congress has been, too
to
Corn July, 74
often, that ating in a test vote of forty-twSept. 73
228.
to
for
votes
women,
Opposed
they did nothing.
ten, was over the contest in the Fifth
51
Oats
Sept. 4i.
July,
Wire
to
Leased
Mexican)
Nw
more
Special
on.
The
Thus the tide sweeps
A fist fight between a big man and District, the majority stood solid and (By
Pork July, 18.77
8. Raymond
June
la.,
the people become acquainted with a little one is not much, to be sure; decided
Davenport,
for Taft
Lard July, 1095.
the actual demonstration of the opera- but It is a beginning. It manifests a
Garner, IS years old, is dead at his
Borah Not Present.
Ribs July, 10.50.
home in Rock Island, and G. L. Vivo-mation of the equal franchise, the faster certain degree of
""
purposefulness.
of Texas, and Bieber, of the
Wool.
Lyon
missed
the
of
this
be
would
narrowly
the
demand
for
it.
It
city,
grows
From this little beginning the pub- District of Columbia, were listed as
.
. .
.
St. Louis, Mo., June 8. Wool mar- f
t
as futile to try and force the United lic may even
hope for
activity "not voting." Senator Borah who has
river ket steady; territory and western me-States to accept a colonial govern- in Congress hereafu general
hydroplane on the Mississippi
",rity, too, of thus far led the Roosevelt contingent, here
nne mediums lo 17;
The hydroplane was mums
last
ment to be the subjects of a foreign a somewhat more commendable
night.
kind was not
present this morning, even going at a terrific rate, and towing a fine 1015.
power and to yield again to taxation than that which we have
just noted. by proxy. The Florida cases were tak- skiff in which Garner and Vivoman
Kansas City.
without representation, as it would be.
Kansas City, Mo., June 8. Cattle
this afternoon. The con- were seated. The water overturned
Austo
for instance,
get New Zealand,
As the days pass by, the state of en up early
tests, covering the entire state delega- the skiff when they tried to cut it Receipts 300, including 100 southerns.
tralia or Tasmania; Norway or Bel- New Mexico will
appreciate more and
Market steady. Native steers $6.25
gium; or the six states in the Unit- more the foundation that the first tion, presented a complex situation, a(jrift.
southern steers $4.808.50;
9.25;
one Taft and two
ed States that have granted votes to
there
being
state legislature has laid for future
at large in the MINISTER SUED THOSE
(southern cows and heifers $3.505.5ft,
women, to .return to the segregated
All the laws needed for Roosevelt delegations
legislation.
WHO PAINTED HIS DOGS. native cows and heifers $3.008.50;
system of suffrage. To see is to the conduct of the state
at present First District.
ietoekers and feeders $4.507.00; bulls
Did.
And
know, and the people are beginning to were
They
placed on the statute books, alsee.
as national committee- (By special leased wire to New Mexican) ?4.006.75; calves $5.00(.8.50;
Mr.
Chubb,
Mrs. Martin Flynn, president of the though it is not in the multiplicity of man, demanded a record roll call.
Mo., June 8. The Rev.'.ern steers $6.00(8,9.00; western cows
statutes but In their excellence that
a
W.
E.
Iowa
made
Brown,
pastor of the Methodist i$3.756.75.
"I want this committee," he said,
recently
Receipts 1,000. Bulk of
visit to California. She was so much the first assembly may take pride. "to sit down on such damnable con- church here has brought suit for
Hgs
When it is considered that in addition,
and sales $7.357.65; heavy $7.607.7O;
$2,000 against five young men
impressed by what she saw .of the enas
these."
tests
and butchers $7.45 7.65; pigs
franchised women's work there that on three United States senatorial terms
The motion to seat the "Chubb" del- four young society women, charging packers
75.
two
blooded
his
$5.756.
that
j
her return home she promptly resign- were fil'ed settling the senatorial mat- egates was unanimous, forty-fou- r
they
captured
to
Market
Sheep
Receipts 15,000.
ed her position as president of the ter for the next two regular legislative none.
Missouri fox hounds and painted them,
lambs
one with stripes and the other with steady. Muttons $4.005.75;
tegative organization that is dedicated sessions; that the legislative and exOut.
McHarg Losing
hounds $6.50 8.85; range wethers and year-ratn a hopeless and retrogressive policy. ecutive branches of the government
that
the
He
declared
spots.
8.
111.,
Mr. McHarg
June
Chicago,
to him and smeared his trousers lings $4.506.00; range ewes $3.00
"For years I have been going to the were in the hands of opposing parties said
the Roosevelt side would like to
with
State House and appealing before leg- and that new precedents had to be espaint. He also alleges they suf- 4.75; Texas goats $3.003.40.
all cases at once on one genfered from lead poisoning.
Chicago.
islative committees opposing woman tablished all along the legislative line, present
Charles
Senator
line.
Former
eral
Chicago, III., June 8. Cattle Resuffrage," said Mrs. Flynn, "but I shall ic is certainly gratifying that so long
to
Taft attorney, objected
ceipts 200. Market steady. Beeves
do so no more."
SANTA FE BAND TO
a list of excellent 'measures has be- Dick, the
All the opposition needs is an eman- come or will become law by Governor such consolidation.
PLAY AT BALL GAME. $5.909.30; Texas steers $6.3o8.00;
western steers $6.408.00; stockers
cipation from prejudice and an exhibi- McDonald's signature.
The Santa Fe baad under the leader- - and feeders $4.20 6.80; cows and
tion of the thing itself under the open
ship of Prof. Perez wil "give a con-- j heifers $2.8O3.00; calves $5.509.0(T.
sunlight.
Whatever sins the future historian
OFFICIAL NOTES
Market
Hogs
Receipts 10,000.
cert at the College park tomorrow af
will ascribe to the first state legisla
steady. Light $7.157.60; mixed $7.20
ternoon during the White
RIGHTEOUSNESS A SAFEGUARD. ture, will be Bins of bniission rather
7.27
rough
f.heavy $7.207.70;
baseball game. The White Sox have
rather than intelli- than of commission.
Righteousness
The most
$5.307.10: bulk of
con
been
and
are
all
week
S7.257.40;pigs
gence is the safeguard of a people's serious omission
practicing
was the failure
Improvement Organization.
caies $7.io;i.bo.
liberties and the impulse of their true to
rev
an adequate
The Kelly Miners' Club this morn- fident they can beat the fast Cerrillos
provide
Market
Sheep
Receipts 9,000.
Erowns.
A desire to do the right enue act, for though it
progress.
of
filed
appropriated ing
incorporation with
papers
western
W. C. Hampel the crack south paw Uak. Native $3.305.50;
thing rather than the bright thing some $900,000, the assembly made no the state
corporation commission. The twirler of
$5.007.00;
yearlings
should be inculcated in our schools
White Sox will be in the $3.605.50;
adequate provisions for raising that
of the club is composed hnv fnr
Western
lambs, native J4.7u(S8.oO:
tho lnpola tnmnrrnw nnd
and taught in our homes. People who amount. The omission will be reme- membership
of Kelly, Socorro county, citizens who
for a strike-ou- t
are governed in their private lives by died next
record. The game $5.258.65.
try
is
It
certain
that
January.
have organized for civic, social and will start
at 3 o'clock and a large
their honest conviction of what is
compared with the acts of the terri- business purposes. Joseph Brown is
Let Him Know It If you are out of
right will not go far wrong in their po- torial assemblies, the state laws of named
'
statutory agent. The capital is cajg
a position, you must let the employer
litical actions. Those who recognize
will compare very well, as much given as $2o.000 divided into the same
know it. A want advertisement in the
their moral accountability to an un- 1912,
ness and professional man in the city
seen and overruling power will be in- for the care with which they were number of shares and worth $1 each DAUGHERTY OF OHIO WILL
as for the fact that they form at par. The club members have subGOV. HARMON. and county and a great many in the
NOMINATE
corruptible and Just in the perform- drafted,
state. If you have any special talance of public duties and will support a part of a coherent legislative plan. scribed $2,100 of the stock.
those policies which they believe will The personnel of both Houses aver
Deposited Cfcunty Taxos.
Sppctal Leased Wire to New Mexican) ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
(By
Tbomss McBride. treasurer of Col- - Columbus Ohio. June 8. Governor
be most conducive to the common wel- - aged very high, higher than in any
As BBSeiUUlies fax county, this morning deposited Harmon
yreviuuB UBseuiuijr.
AH leaal blanks prepared according
Jare
today confirmed the report
It wag well said by Wlnchell that Eneraiiy ris or drop to the same lev- - with State Treasurer O. N. Marron that M. A. Daugherty, an attorney ot to the Statutes ot New Mexico, , new
N
'Corropt, hase and designing men will el as the people who. elected them, $11,124.07, tax receipts 'or Colfax Lancaster, Ohio, will place his name State form, tor sa'e by th
sometimes attain official station, but this fact of superiority is a demonstra- - county.
;
betore the Baltimore convention.
i Mexicaa Printing Company:'

!,!

J.

!

'

j

ng

money-transmitti-

of Miles Distant.

them.

;
i

tion of the truth of the claim that New
Mexico is progressing in education
and ideals.

man of stable beliefs; of a program
based upon something more reliable
than impulse and passion. He is at
present a staunch adherent of President Taft. Not, perhaps, wholly because of what the President is or has
done, but because he believes that the
President is merely an individual representing something bigger than any
man or any set of men. He believes
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THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPAN V
SANTA FE, N. M.

AGENTS.

GENERAL

i

THE PALACE

ELS

AND

THE MONTEZUMA

anti-Taf-

never-give-u-

Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

Under the Same Managemen

Now

p

j

up-nu-

.la

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

Large Sample Rooms.

Coronado Restaurant

-

r

KTL

Short Orders run Day

i

r..M..
r.-.u.-

forty-eigh-

"'"

Night.

Furnished rooms in connections Hot

MADE OF INDUSTFIALJACCIDENT

MANUFACTURER OF
MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RUGS,

PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.

Send for Price List.
1

o

19 Don

Gaspar Avenue.

riME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

"

.

j

j

i

I

-

,:

AND HEALTH INSURANCE.
SANTA FE, N. M.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

'

n

Ll?E HERRERA, Prep

21 Capital City Bank Bid?.

-'

t,

G.

2c

Electric Lights

HALL & HALL

AGENTS

GENERAL

'

'

Baths.

FIDELITY and SURETY BONDS
A SPECIALTY

'

i

Regular Meals

Life, Accident, Health, Employers, Liability, Insurance

one-hal-

ibi!;

& Cold

::

222 San Francisco Street

MARKET REPORT

i

&

The following are the "time table
of the local railroads:
"A. T. & 8. F. Ry."
Leave

8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. b
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.

eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westboun l and No. 4
eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35

Z

p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
westbound.

Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:30

p. m.

cut-of- f
Passengers for the Belen
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of. 7 20 as
heretofore. Connection leaves Albuquerque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:20
a. m.

!

FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.
The New Mexican Printing Com
pany has on hand already bound, civil
and criminal dockets, especially made
up for the use of Justices of the
Peace. They have printed headlines
in either Spanish or English on good
paper, well bound with leather back
and corners!!, with canvass sides.
Full index in front antf a list of the
fees of the Justice ot the Peace and
Constables printed In full on the flrat
page. The pages are 1
These books ar- made "Jp in civil and:
criminal
dockets separate of 320
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, with 80
pages civil and 320 pages criminal,
civil or criminal $2.7f each.
d
civil and criminal $4.00. For
$.50 additional these books will
be
sent by mail or prepaid express. Casti
must accompnay order State plainly;
whether English or Spanish is wanted.
6

Cor.-bine-

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, and Bhaft-inone 12 horse power end one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, 3rst claa
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of currying
75 pounds of steam, pas? J upon by

g;

Boiler. Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry items.
Any ot these items wil! be sold cheap
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY
once. If lnter.;steil
adLeave 12:45 p. ni., connects with if taken atNew
dress
the
Mexictu Printing Com?
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
New Mexico
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections pany, Santa Fe,
from No. 3 east.
You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
You cannot get up to date printing and facilities. The New Mexican
material Printing Company has both, and at
unless you have
and faculties. The New "Mexican the same time expert mechanics.
Printing Company has both, and ' ai Your orders are always assured perthe same-tiexpert mechanics. Your sonal attention.
orders are always assured personal attention.
Are You a Seller?
ment in the classified co
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New New Mexican will put j
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of tate on the market effed
the time and works for the upbuild put the facts of your pre
the yes of air possible 1
lag of our jieir Stat.
D. & R. G.

Ry.

Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north

me
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Stmny Side Dairy,
UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL

Phone,

209--

Great Bargains

SPECIAL ATTENTION

IN

MILLINERY

ItTtftiWUWMI

P. F. Knight and children. Dr. Hurt Mrs. KtiimiW r.
We Carry the BEST assortment of Clothing and
mii ir
of
Luree and Virginia, formerly of Santa Vera Rathburu, Frank MoKane," J. S.
Furnishing in the City and make a Speciality on
Fe, now of El Paso, Texas, are in narris and H. J. Spiudor, of New York
the city until .Monday, on their way city.
MADE TO ORDER SKIRTS and SUITS,
home from a visit with .Mrs. Knight's
and a guarantee goes with every Garment.
parents at South Bethlehem, Pa. .
Musicale.
'
"
125 Palace Ave.
The musicale Wednesday evening
William A. Bayer, 'private1 secretary at the library given by the choir of
to U. S. Senator Thomas 'B. Catron, the Church of the Holy Faith for the
FIRST STATE LEGISLATURE
sient four days at Atlantic City, X. J., benefit of the Guild was pronounced a
ADJOURNS TO JANUARY,
with former Mayor and Mrs. Arthur musical treat by the hundred or more
wno
expect to leave next persons who attended. In a financial
eeiiguian,
(Continued from Page One.)
week for New York on a cruise in a as well as a social way the members
.private yacht. Mrs. Seligman is recov- - of the Guild report a success. 'The the Third House be
dispersed and that
funds raised will be applied on furnt- - Barth be laid on
ering rapidly from serious illness.
the table.
X X
X X
ture placed in the rectory by the Guild
On request of Holt. Mi era thpn Inn!;
members.
The program was under the chair and Holt
Cassidy Lecture Repeated.
placed another
The lecture of Mrs. Cassidy on the the direction of Mrs. Edwin
.
mu a,'
ui i
Mni-ivuoveinor
inrtiuno
,.,,.. ,,. Tin...
.iiui.-,aimi was nresemeu in uie lunowmg or-- e. C ",c
...,B ,M,,lv-on
de Haca the Piesiding olhiei,
day evening for the benefit of trie der:
.
I.,, h
...... w.i
F
Scribblers' Club who attended with k.uiuii-- i
iiuiiiE, iiuin r mist . . viouncu behalf of the Senat
with a superb
..
,.
their friends. The lecture was given Pimm" Gnlr.
l ....
Made
bnver service and trav secured from "
in the assembly room of the Palace Vocal. bolo--A
K
Perfect Day
is.
Plaza
the
Spitz,
tray,1
The
jeweler.
of the Governors.
barrio Jacobs Bond especially, is a magnificent work of art. , K FOR SUMMER WEAR. ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST LINE
Miss Abrahainson
IN THE CITY AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
l,t is sllitablv inii,ritjed. Lieutenant
Si
Saturday and Thirteen Clubs.
Chorus, Sextette Irom Lucia de Lam - Governor K. C. de Baca re
sponded most
Did You See That GOWN in
?
Window
The members of the Saturday and
wuinzeiu e onnent v :inr iinun
""r""""'
rl..l
Thirteen clubs were the guests of Mrs. Violin Solo
Selected .(i uv tne token of esteem
Is There Another in the City Like It ?
WE HAVE THE GOODS !
S. Spitz this afternoon at her home on
Miss Ashton
Th"e sergeant-at-armwas sent out 14
Bridal
Palace avenue.
Chorus
from the Rose to fin(1 tne c.hi(lf (.lerk am,
In addition to the Trio,
A
Maiden F. H. Cowen, Mrs. K. F. ine him in Whcrt ri.mr.v- - n pon bl.in.
members of the two clubs Mesdames
Ml
GOODS
jH. J. Palen, John March, E. R. Wright' Coard, Miss Abrahainson, Mrs. G. D.:U,e employes in a neat
rii(mifi0rl
and Edw in F. Coard were present. The
Kirkpatrick.
address expressed the appreciation of
guests played cards and were served Vocal Solo (a) A Storm King. .. .Boex lhe employes at the same time present-witdelicious refreshments.
Vocal Solo (b) The Bird and the Rose
ing the chief clerk with a
Boex silver service, Mr. Joerns
responding
Mrs. White and daughter Ruth of'
Mr. Llewellyn C. Hall
brieliy with a few heartfelt words.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, are guests Chorus Estudiantina
Lacome
Holt arose and said that he feels
of Senator and Mrs. Mabry of Clovis.
Sopranos, Mrs. E. F. Coard, Mrs. proud that despite criticisms in the
Mrs. White is the mother of Mrs. Ma- Hall.
Llewellyn
newspapers, the legislature has no
Altos, Mrs. G. D. D. Kirkpatrick, cause to feel ashamed of the record
bry, and the visitors as well as Senator
and Mrs. Mabry, will remain in Santa Miss Abrahainson.
has made. He congratulated the
Fe for two or three weeks longer. They
Tenors, Mr. T. A. Hayden, Mr. A. S. jit
members on overcoming the difficul
of the Presbyterian Kirkpatrick.
ties that confronted them. "We have
Manse. Senator Mabry, however, will; Bass, Mr. Llewellyn C. Hall.
not accomplished all that we desired
spend part of the time at Clovis.
Accompanist, Miss Hazel Sparks.
to accomplish, or, perhaps, all that the
After the completion of the musical people desired, but 1 believe that this
Board of Trade Dance.
numbers delicious refreshments were legislature has accomplished the esABSOLUTELY THE LATEST AND IT IS A BEAUTY.
The Woman's Board of Trade dance syed and a quiet sociable half hour sential legislation
to the
necessary
state government.
last Thursday evening at the library was spent,
Wre have learned
to kiynv each other and have learned
was not so well attended as most of
the regular dances have been, due, no APPOINTMENTS ARE CONFIRMED the ways of legislation.
There are
r,
Jlfltht tn
rr.., - .jai.lv
many desirable measures which have
l'uuul, iv tli ou.viii ui ine gtcai
(Continued
Iron rajse One.)
Johnson who boxed at the Elks- thenot become laws, but we have preserved copies and by introducing
ater the same evening. Those who
them
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
were present report that the music, Him for the Insane, each for a term early next session, shall avoid delays.
CO.
When we meet in January, we expect
furnished by Morrison's orchestra, was of four years.
Charles F. Easley, Miguel A. Otero, to have smooth sailing and little difnever better and that the floor, being
and Jose Inez Roibal of Santa Fe coun- ficulty in setting in motion the effec- imcrowded was perfect.
ty and D. H. Boatright of Ilernalillo tive machinery."
He thanked
the
Friends of Professor S. G. Morley county and George L. Ulrick of Lincoln members for their uniform courtesy
gathered hist evening at his home on county as members of the board of and apologized for any slights of!
FIRE
Garita Hill known as the "EI Nieto" commissioners of the New Mexico which he may have been guilty unwit-- !
INSURANCE
FIRE
house and celebrated the professor's penitentiary for a term of four years, tingly in the heat of debate.
w- G- TTrton of Chaves county,
Barth praised the employes and esThe guests'
birtiday anniversary.
entertained at an informal dance S"s McGillivray of Torrance county, pecially the young ladies who were at
M- Gonzales of Union
county and the beck and call of the members from
after which dainty refreshments were
rn
served. The house was decorated in Emmet Wirt of Rio Arriba county, as early morn until late in the evening
For
of
the
Lot
members
New
Mexico Sheep and performed their duties cheerfully
with House, condition of House immaterial,
Large
yellow and white; columbine. Iris and
in outskirts of city, at a REASONABLE PRICE. If you
peonie blossoms being placed effec- - Sanitary Board for a term of two and efficiently. He thanked the majority for having provided such good help
tively about the rooms. The guests years.
have such a property let us know about it at once.
present were: Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Wil- - E. G. Murphy of San Miguel county, for the Senate.
term
for
M.
J.
101.7;
IS.
ending June,
Holt moved a vote of thanks to the
Dyne
son, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Renehan, Mr.
and Mrs. James Seligman, Mr. and 01 Dna Ana county, for term ending chief clerk, sergeant-at-armand emof Santa Fe ployes for their efficient services.
Mrs. John March, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.!J"ne 191C.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Catron, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lavan, county, for term ending June, ""1914. Barth seconded the motion and it was
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Moulton, Mr. and an(i Gregory Moore of Chaves county, adopted unanimously.
ACCIDENT
HEALTH
LIABILITY
The Senate then adjourned at 12:40
Mrs. R. F. Asplund, Mr. and Mrs. for ,rra ending June, 1913, as
of p. in.
Howard, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. uers of the New Mexico board
Hoover, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Coard, Mr. pharmacy.
and Mrs. Charles Fairfield, Mr. and
Morgan O. Llewellyn, James H.
COSTS BUT $1 TO
T. B. Hayden, Mr. and Mrs. Har-- : ton, Francis E. Lester, A. H. Hudspeth
INFRINGE ON PATENT.
ry Bowman, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Doran, and Hiram Hadley as members of the
board of regents of the Xew Mexico Supreme Court Holds That One Mak.
College of Agriculture and Mechanic-Artsing Improvement Need Pay
Nominal Damages Only.
G.
R.
Y.
A. Richardson
and
Young,
BARGAINS
J. M. Ca saus as members of the
(By Sprcial LcasefJ Wire to New Mexican)
board of water commissioners.
Washington, D. C., .Imip 8. A Ions
X. B. Laughlin of Santa Fe county disputed ratfU law question has been
C.
as a member of teh board of regents settled by the supreme court of the
of the Museum of New Mexico, for a United States holding that an inPhone. Black 204.
415 Palace Avenue.
::::
term of four years.
fringer of a patent need pay only $1
Not Confirmed.
if
he
has
made
damages
improvements
The following appointments were on the patent, and the owner of the
not confirmed by the Senate:
patent did not show how much of the
State librarian, Mrs. Mary M. Vic- infringer's profits were due to improvetory.
ments and how much to the use of
Superintendent of insurance, Walter the patent.
Southeast of Plaza.
T. Paylor, Eddy county.
Bernard Ruppe of Albuquerque, for MOTHER DEAD, BUT GIRL
the board of pharmacy to June, 1915.
TOOK PART IN PLAY.
KAUNE & GO. A. Eiehwald of Cuba, Sandoval counH.
ty, for member of sheep sanitary (By Special Leasta Wire to New Mexican;
board.
The Finest Line in Santa Fe.
Lincoln, Neb., June 8. While the
C. A. Whited, A. J. Meloche and R.
bouy ot her mother lay in Its casket
H. Carter of Colfax county, for trus- at
the home of her sister in this city,
for
tee of the Miners' Hospital at Raton. iliss Verna
San Francisco
Coleman, a senior at the
Reliable Jeweter
W. G. Ogle of Las Vegas, a member State
University carried with marked
Street
of board of directors of New Mexico success a
leading part in the annual
USE
for
the
insane.
asylum
class play
.Midsummer
Night's
Roy Bedicheck, Deming; R. P. Hon- Dream" last night.
Al-kins, Albuquerque; P. F. McCanna,
Her mother died suddenly Thursday
buquerque; Alvan A. Beeman, W. K. nignt. It was too laie for a substitute
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
Stalcup of Alamogordo, and D. A. Sul-- j to be provided for Miss Coleman, and
Her, as members of the bureau of im- friends
ARE OVER.
prevailed upon her to continue
migration.
in the part. When the play ended the
Recess Appointments.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
Flour quality varies acyoung woman's fortitude gave way,
Governor McDonald expects to make whilst hfthinH the .....w,., :n
cording to wheat quality.
recess appointments speedily in placelhouse and a gcore of her classmalea
Poor wheat mean. poor
AND RETAIL
of those appointees rejected. He is
notj BObbd their sympathy
flour, poor flour means
yet yet ready to announce his legal ad- J"
"
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
poor bread. The gluten
vlser, but current talk has it that it
in hard wheat is the eleLUMP
will be Attorney Summers Rurkhart ounuHY amuUL. CONVENTION
SAWED
WOOD
IN ZURICH, SWITZERLAND.
ment that makes the
of Albuquerque.
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
bread raise. Hard wheat
Signing Bills.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
Governor McDonald signed quite a (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican
is rich in gluten that's
June 8. RepreMontezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
of
bills
but
number
werei
they
hard.
more
The
today
it's
why
too late fo renumeration in the New senting 288,000 Sunday schools with
gluten the wheat con
more than twenty-eigh- t
million memMexican tonight.
tains the less flour you
bers, the World's Central Committee
have to use that's why
today arranged plans for the World's
SUFFRAGISTS WILL
the use of BOSS PATENT
PARADE IN KANSAS CITY. Seventh Sunday school convention to
FLOUR means real econhe held in Zurich, Switzerland, July omy, better results and
Seekers of the Vote Will Form Part 15, 1913. Four ocean liners have been
chartered to convey the delegates
better treatment of your
of Sane Fourth of July
MEXIUaN PKIflTING CO.
from the United States and Canada.
digestive organs. :: ::
Celebration.
Local Ager.ta for
a
will
make
precon(By Special Leaser! Wire to New Mexican) Fifty specialists
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, KansaR Citv Mo. June S. A nar. vention tour of the Oriei.t. Prelimin
Bri. nf cfiwicf
rt f r,..!ary conventions will be held in the
ni ,
sas City's sane Fourth of July celebra- - j Phlllppin' Japan, China, and Korea.
Grapes, Oranges,
"Elastic" Bookcase
tion this year.
This decision was
CAR SERVICE
reached here today at a meeting of the STREET
and Desk combined.
RESUMED IN BOSTON
Features
Equal Suffrage Association.
A Desk Unit with few ot
VEGETABLES
DAILY of he recent parade in New York, (By Specla,
FRESH
w,re M Nfiw Me
a
many Book Units as desired.
will be used though the object of the
&
Bogton
Jum
to
will
const!be
the
advertise
parade
of complete SU8penBi(m of street
amendment pending in Kan- - way traffic as a result of
,he strjke o
tive. Ve want to ibow you
sas to grant women suffrage. At the 8everaI thousand
emioys the
its advantages
KAUNE
H.
od possi- of the association, Mercedes ton Elevated
mm
Railway Company, re
bilities. CiU, write Of phone
1
'"ijii
Galbralth, seven years old was admli- - sumed operations on all surface, ele-teabout it.
iT
ui
to the association. She Is the vated and tunnel lines today, but the
youngest member in the country it is number of cars In operation was no
for
.
said.'
..
,,
itlceably much less than usual.
Mis

Your Patronage Solicited

G. W Jacobs. PffQp.

W.

SOCIET Y

50,000 00

Does a General Banking Business

PACE FIVE

No. 434 San Francisco Street.

TRUST CO.

&

M.

the balance

th:s month

MRS. W. UiNDHARDT,

1

,

1.

B. LAUGH LI N ,

President

3

Established

JULIUS H. GERDES.

H. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

1856.

1903

Incorporated

$

Special
Sale
Ready

trib-('oiu- d

-
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LADIES' UNDERWEAR

i.

1

0.

NEW STOCK, FINE ASSORTMENT.

Skirts, Drawers, Corset Covers and

I

.'

,,

i

Combination Suits. New Stock

Dresses, Skirts
and Waists
the

i

s

SEE OUR NEW LINE OF

TOOTS
.

;

.

hhif

AND WARNER'S CORSETS
AND BRASSIERES

.

ADOLF

Of

SEL

h

i,t.t,.:i

Ladles' Summer Underwear
Seperate Garments 10c
and Suits from

;

i;

.

.

The New Golden Oak

up

j

MEN'S
X

J.

AND

BOYS'

POROS-KNI-

T

Separate Garments and Union Suits

I I

JL'

25c up

-

FURNITURE

Window Curtains, Screens and Portieres.

'

;
l

I

SELI1I BIS. MM,
P- -

O. Box, 219.

:

:

j
f

Phone 36.

INSURANCE
MJKtlY BUNUb

-

KtAL
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t

f

Vi

1

- I

FURNITURE
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1-

WE HAVE A PURCHASER

-

2

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have every- Investments.
thing in the line of First-Class

c

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

s

$

I-

z
o
rr

mem-Georg- e

I

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico-

119 San Francisco St.,

-

Pax-Mr-

Oriental Poppies, Sweet Peas, Pansies,

.

White and Purple Iris,
Columbines and Clove Pinks.

MILLINERY

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice,

TAUPERT,
NEW MEXICO.
!

Just Received, a New Line of

B

1

j

CAPITAL COAL YARD
WHOLESALE

Wood
SIZES.

,

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

B. TONN1ES,

8-

jfnmVf

Inspect Them.

'204 W. Palace Ave

lire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle HorsesCflMh'iT'S'HAfir
... .
I IMG
TucniuiBC
.
amiv nrrop .I
...
nni.
ihcuuurc MJiMiwi,
I

-

.

Phone Black9.'

ly
V
f

Grape Fruit, Apples.

,

-

t

-

CERILLOS

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
(

ft, C. YONTZ,

.

Quick Returns

HI

TSHFimffHk
I
Mil

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

Boss Patent Flour

Dispensing Optician,

-

McCONVERY,

Chafing Dishes,
Percolators,
Tea Kettles.
Steak Planks, f
Round and Oval Trays,

S.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

Accurate Work

JAMES

MISS A. MUGLER.

Why Wait ?

E. LAS VEGAS,

FOR THE
NEXT
TWO WEEKS

1M

Sr?
pswijw
SSS?S5?I.

Jf

L

S.

B CO.

g

d

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.
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NOTICE.

THE BLESSING

ou Louis Rocky Mt.
Pacific

1LLI0NS

TRY OUTS FOR

SHU)

THEATER GOING

OLYMPIC GAMES

OF MOTHERHOOD

FOR

In

the District Court of the State of
New Mexico, Sitting in and for the
County of Santa Fe.

Lottie P. Laniborn, et al, Plaintiffs,
vs.
Hiram B. Cartwright, et al, Defendants.
Xo. 6942. Action to yuiet nue.
To Hiram B. Cartwright, James W.
Xorment, The Board of County Com
missioners of the County of Santa Fe,
Xew Mexico, J. X. Renker, S. B. I uru-eJ. Watson' Vail, J. E. Seeley, the
Unknown Heirs of J. Watson Vail, if
he be deceased, the Unknown Heirs
0f j. x. Renker, if he be deceased; the
Unknown Heirs of S. B. Turner, if he
be deceased; and the Unknown Heirs
of J. E. Seeley, if he be deceased ; the
Unknown Claimants of Interests in
the Premises hereinafter described,
adverse to the Plaintiff?;; and the
Unknown Owners or Proprietors of the
Premises Described in the Complaint,
Defendants iu the above entitled

The highest point of woman's hap- Diness is reached only through moth-- .
erhood, in the clasping of her child
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that all persons having objections to gust. Must be sure footed and safe
V. G. .1., This Office.
said final account and the settlement for ladies.
thereof are required to present the
Elegantly Furnisned Rooms for Rent
same within the time and manner pre
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
scribed by law and the probate court
all modern conveniences, including
in and for the county of Santa
Fe,
State of New Mexico, has fixed and ap- electric light, steam heat and baths.
In the First National Bank building.
pointed Monday the 1st day of July,
to F. M. Jones.
1912, at the hour of 9 o'clock a. m., fv Apply
ANY REAL SALESMAN closely covthe hearing of said objections filed to
such said final account, if any such ering small territories, desirous of inthere be, and for the settlement there creasing their earnings are invited to
write George Gregory, manufacturer
of.
The executrix further gives notice of the popular and well known R. &
that upon the settlement of said final G. Shoe, of L.vnn. Mass.. for narttru- account, she will proceed to close the H.rs.
.
administration of said estate of said
decedent and to obtain her discharge
Oliver Visible Typewriter
as such executrix.
M. A. ORTIZ,
For sale cheap. Perfect condiCounty Clerk. tion and does
splendid writing.
V. I. ALARID, Deputy.
Could
on
and
to

THIS

ACT VI.
(Throne Room in Munda's

LADY'S

j

Scene I.
GB0D APPETITE
Palace.)
OF LORETTO ACADEMY
Revel of Empress and her Suite to
Solemn Requiem Mass for Mother
Francisca and other deceased mem- celebrate success of persecutions. Mrs.
Hansen, In a Letter From
bers of the community.
Lady Ixiretto and Queen Ecclesia are
and
Munda
Iter
with
arraigned.
Mobile, Tells How She Gained
12:00 Luncheon to Clergy.
party
humiliated.
are
Satanas
Ecclesia
and
2:.'!0
of
the
Blessed
Benediction
Exercises
of
Commencement
That Fine School for Girls Sacrament in Loretto
her followers triumph.
Chapel.
Mobile, Ala. "I suffered for seven
Will Take Place Early Next Week-- An
Scene II. Queen Ecclesia orders JubiLiterary Program.
years, with womanly trouble," writes
lee
to
Celebration
honor
the
"The Crowning of Lady Loretto."
Elaborate Program.
Mrs. Sigurd Hansen in a letter from
Loretto."
"Crowning of
l.ady
An original sacred drama in six acts.
this city. "I felt weak and always had
.
Thanksgiving hymn to Omnipo-tentus"William Tell" Overture. .G. Rossini
a headache and was always going to
MarI.
E.
Piano
H.
Misses
Hickox,
On June 11, 12 and 13, next week,
the doctor. At last I was operated on,
stirred.
Medal
Awards.
tinez, S. Salmon.
the commencement exercises of Loret-t- Were not sweet angel faces hovering
Gold
medal for General Excellence, and felt better, but sooa I had the
Piano II. Misses L. Lorenzo, I. Black.
Academy will take place and will
near,
same trouble.
awarded to Miss Adeline Lorenzo.
DRAMATIS
PERSONAE.
also serve as the Centenary celebration When thai lone horseman, slowly, did
My husband asked me to try Cardul.
Gold
for
medal
merited
Maria
Deportment,
Dolorosa)
Queen
Virgo
(Mater
cf the order, the Sisters of Loretto.
appear
I felt better after tiie first bottle, and
Misses
Lea
by
Chaves
Needham,
Mary
Needham
Mary
Elaborate programs, beautifully print- Weary and
travel stained?
Yes,
aiiQ" Rosa Romero
awarded by lot to now, I have a good appetite and sleep
Queen Ecclesia (Church)
ed, have been provided for the occaHeaven was glad;
well. I feel fine, and the doctor tells
Chaves.
.Iiianlta
Senas,iss
sion, as well as a souvenir, finely illus- No longer should these hills be dark
Gold medal for Diligence, merited me I am looking better than he ever
Ladies of Honor to Queen Ecclesia.
of
and sad,
trated, giving a historical sketch
Adeline Lorenzo, Lulu; saw me."
Mary Needham u' Misses
the order and also the splendid Cen- By yon small dwelling, with a heav- Veritas (Truth)
Ola McCarty Knight, Mary Needham. Mabel Staples,
If you are sick and miserable, and
(Wisdom)
Sapientia
which
reare
herewith
Ode,
tenary
ing breast,
Hustaeu suffer from anv of the nains dim to
lulia Hubbell Helen l.urule, Ola McCarty
Badin spoke welcome to his holy Gastitas (Purity)
produced:
Luisita Sena'Tapia, Emma Krick, Emma
Fortitudo (Fortitude)
aldez, womanlv trouble trv Cardui.
Historical Sketch.
guest;
Humilitas (Herald).. .Sophia Creamer l'pa Chavez by lot to Miss Helen
Cardul is successful because it is
In 1852, Rt Rev. J. B. l.amy, then And as ttiey prayed, united heart and
Fides (Faith)
Annie Kitchen Gumle.
composed cf Ingredients that have been
mind,
Bishop of Santa Fe, applied to the
Gold
for
medal
merited
Neatness,
Laura Breckenridge
Spes (Hope)
found to act curatively on the womanLoretto Mother House for a colony A blessing fell upon the darksome Caritas
Eva Kitchen !bv Misses Mary Needham, l,ea Chaves
(Charity)
land.
constitution.
ly
of Sisters of Loretto, for the laborious
v
lot
to
Miss Lea Chaves.
Envoys from Caelum (Heaven.)
j" For more than fifty years, It has been
missions that had been confided to his Years onward sped, of unexampled
Medal tor Attendance, merited
Vd
Belle Anaya
Baptisma
toil,
care. His request was granted. Mother
Ruth Nix used by women of all ages, with great
Confirniatio
Eustacia Tapia!l)' Misses Lucy Knight,
Matilda Mills, Sisters Catherine, Mag Hearts, harder seeming than the rocky Penitentia
success. Try it. Yor druggist sells it.
Rosina
awarded
by lot to
Bonnie Cooper
Bergere
soil;
dalen, Monica, Rosana, and Roberts
N. B.
a
Miss Rosina Bergere.
Write to: ladff s' Advisory Dept.,
Frances
Eucharistia
Anaya
Medicine Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn.. for Special
were appointed, leaving Loretto June But still this giant labored, waited,
GoId medal for Art,
merited
" Home Treatment
Ordinatio
Hersch
.Josie
by
and
jHStntrtiowl,
hook,
prayed ;
27, 1S52, arriving in Santa Fe Septemr Women," sent in plain wtapper, on request.
loset'a Oritz Misses Mary Needham, Helen Gurule
For God he worked he would not be Viatica
ber 26, minus two of the number
Matrinionia
Mabel Roberts Josephine Mirabal, Rosie Fernandez,
dismayed.
Mother Matilda having died of cholera
May Martinez, Stella Farrel awarded Palmer Method of Business Writing,
devoted friend of
Lady Loretto.
near Independence,
while
Sisters And soon the struggling pioneer
ij
Mat ov
lot to .Miss josepnine .Miranal,
rhristns
awarded by Mr. A. N. Palmer, Cedar
Dolorosa,
Queen
looked up and smiled
Monica and Magdalen had contracted
mecuu ioi tiocuiion,
merited Kanids. Iowa, to Misses Holen Gurule.
u(,lu
Ecclesia
Lorenzo'
..Lena
the disease. The former, as soon as To hear sweet church bells echoing
u
hisses &va Riienen and Annie-- Josephine Mirabal, Stella Farrell.
Lady Florentia, Loretto's Moter..
thro' the wild.
able to travel, returned to Loretto,
Lena Rathjen Kitchen awarded by lot to Miss An-- J
improvement Certitificates for
Men's
were
hearts
remembertonehud,
and the latter proceeded on her jourKitchen.
Alberta, Loretto's little sister
pmVement in the Palmer Method of
ing home and youth,
as
Matilda
ney, replacing Mother
Gold
for
medal
Sewing awarded to: Business Writing, awarded by Mr. A.
May Martinez
superior of the colony, a position she With eager steps they thronged to
Miss Ola McCarty.
Loretto's Friends.
X. Palmer, to Misses Ellen Mayberry,
hear God's truth.
held until 1SS1, when she was obliged
Gold medal for Marked Improvement
Minnie Creamer
Emma Mayberry, Belle Anaya, Cleofas
traveled far and Helena
to resign on account
of ill health. The missionary
to Miss Helen Ortiz. Lena T!ara. Clnra Hnnn.el l.m v
Beatrice
Annie Berardinelli in Music awarded
wide.
Mother Magdalen, whose name was a
Julia
Minerva Shirk Gurule.
Knight and Minnie Creamer.
household word in the territory, after To seek his flock by stream on mounGold Medal for Improvement
in
Adelina
Carrera
Margaret
tain side.
thirteen years of constant suffering
Berenice
Helen Gurule Music, merited by Misses Irene Black. ALL NIGHT SESSION
breathed her last at her beloved Con- Of all the good accomplished no man
Sallie Blanchard Mabel Staples, Julia Hubbell, Emma
Lucy
AT BOTH HOUSES.
knows,
vent of Our Lady of Light, October
Amelia
Josephine Mirabal Maybery, Ellen Maybery, Bessie MiraFew deaths awaken such His deeds were (hose the angel's
27, 1S94.
Clara
Dolores
bal,
Hampel,
Other Friends of Christus.
Bergere,
record shows
(Confined From Pase Three.)
widespread and sincere regret as that
May Martinez.
Centurion's wife, Eflie Valdez Laura Breckenridge,
of Mother Magdalen did, for she was He made'the laws; 'twas not for that Felicitas,
Emma Krick, Annie Kitchen, Ola McCornelia, Centurion's daughter
crime of libel of fraternal or religions
he came,
lamented as only the unselfish and
Margaret Needham Carty, Bonnie Cooper awarded by lot orders was tabled 20 to IS.
Nor
founded
cities
burdened
his
with
surmourned.
are
The
saintly
only
to
Bonnie
Miss
Cooper.
Constant ia
Rose Alarid
Senate Bill No. 11, a new publicaname;
vivor of the first heroic band is Sister
Gold Medal for Christian Doctrine,
Celia
Emma Mayberry
tion bill, was passed 34 to 4.
Rosana. the senior member of the Con- But temples rose, while sound of hymn
merited
Miss
Adeline
by
Lorenzo,
Stella Farrell
Magdalen
Senate Bill No. LSI, was reconsiderand prayer
vent of Our Lady of Light, who deMartha
lulia Hubbell l ulu Knight, Mary Needham, Emma ed and passed 21 to 1.1.
Was
on
wafted
the
incensed
air.
in
misty,
the
younger
lights
entertaining
Veronica
Frances Anaya Maybery, Stella Farrell, Eflie Valdez,
Senate Bill No. 1S0, for the "adjudica
Sisters with reminiscences of the While Europe heard Napoleon's blast
Satanas, King of Internum (Hell)... Belle Anaya, Helen Gurule, Lucy tion and marking of county boundof
war,
past.
Cream-Minnie
Clara
Knight,
Hampel,
Amelia Sena
aries 34 to 0.
The Academy of Our Lady of Light While Nelson laurels won at Trafalgar, Munda
er, Dolores Bergere, Minerva Shirk,! Senate Bill Xo. 37,
(World), Empress of Terra
providing for the
has greatly prospered and counts many When Austerlitz made France forget
Clouthier, incorporation of public utilities comLulu Knight Barbara Chaves, Blanche
(Earth)
her loss,
offshoots in New Mexico, Texas and
Eustacia
Tapia, Adeline Carrera
On Western hills,
panies under the general incorporation
Empress Munda's Suit.
brave Neriuckx
Colorado, namely Taos, Las Vegas.
awarded by lot to Miss Mary Need- act
was passed 34 to 1.
Bachante
bearer
cross.
the
reared
cup
(Revelry)
Mora, Las Cruces, Bernalillo, Socorro
ham.
Senate Bill Xo. 127, changing the
He workeTJ for Heaven, so Heaven is
Lucy Knight
and El Paso.
Gold Medal for Christian Doctrine, name
of WIlTSkev Prepk tn Rin rt, Arp.
his reward,
Insipientia (Folly) herald
of
St. Mary's Academy, the pride
merited by Misses Mary Alarid, Esther .naB was p!Xssed';!7 to ,
Yet
on earth one trophy to his
Ellen
left
Mayberry
of
a
was
Denver,
opened by
colony
Eva Kitchen, Ernestine Del Amended House Bill No. 103, pro- Vanitas (Vanity)
Dolores Bergere Qu.ntana,
Lord,
Lorettines from Santa Fe in 1S64.
gado, Luisita Sena, May Martinez,
.
fnl. ,,,
f
Train
Bearers.
LORETTO is his monument;
but,
Centenary Ode.
Adulatio (Flattery) .. .Rosina Bergere Bessie Mirabal, Teofila Ortiz, Ellen
see!
ity grants, was passed 31 to 0.
Kit-CENTENNIAL ODE 1912.
Spn.,rp Rllh!it!-iit'Tis living, spreading like the mustard Impietas (Irreligion)
s0,,t Bil
Irene Black Maybery, Sallie Blanchard, Annie
Julia
chen,
Hubbell,
Josephine
Lopez,
Xo 142 appropriating $2 000 for
tree.
Arrogantia (Pride) .Blanche Clouthier Annie Berardinelli,
(Rev. Charles Nerinckx.)
Rosina Bergere, western extension of EI Camino Real
Ida Clouthier
When Revolution smote the face of Yonder sweet blossoms nod above his Invidia (Envy)
Leonor Ortiz, Emma Valdez, Rosie from
Albuquerque to Gallup, was passChavez
Barbara
(Deceit)
breast,
Decepta
France
Lucia Shirk, Laura Brecken- ed 29 to 4.
Inertia (Sloth) .,
Mabel Staples Valdez,
And Peace retired with sad and tearful Fitly upon this spot bis relics rest
Lea
ridge,
Chaves, Rosa Romero, Mary
'
Senate Bill Xo. 117, prohibiting the
Near old St. Stephen's first Kentucky Malevolentia (Malice)
Mary Alarid
glance,
Gorman, Teodorita Abeyta, Patrocinia election or appointment to public ofSensualitas (Sensuality)
home,
Bold Reason by the rabble was enOctaviana Salazar. awarded fice of a felon was
passed 31 to 0.
Now, as Loretto, well and widely
Ernestine Delgado Salazar,
throned.
by lot to Miss Octaviana Salazar.
Bill No. K!). providing
Senate
for
known.
Good
Willie
Ignorantia
(Ignorance)
Religions could no more be safely
Gold medals for Highest Average in instruction in the
public schools in U.
Fair to his eyes e'en eyes in Heaven
Witches.
owned.
Each Grade:
S and New Mexico civics was passed
that dwell,
Eva Kitchen
Maga
God's ministers were mocked at and
Eleventh grade, awarded
to Miss 24 to 7.
Must be the changing scene, as ringing Saga
Annie
Kitchen
reviled,
Senate Bill No. 192, establishing
bell.
Plana
Laura Breckenridge Mary Needham.
Sent to the guillotine, or helplessly
Tenth grade, awarded to Miss Rosie weights and measures for the State of
From labor to some sacred duty calls
Flower
Little
School
Girls,
Children,
exiled;
Alarid.
New Mexico was passed 32 to 0.
The gentle inmates of these humble Slaves and Angels.
Religious rites foul treason were proNinth grade, awarded to Misses
Senate Bill No. 1SS, providing for the
walls.
I.
ACT
nounced,
Mable Staples and Lena Rathjen.
appointment of a state board of educamen as traitors were de- To youthful eyes doth science here Scene I. Three witches who talk,
Eighth grade, awarded to Miss Ola tion passed 31 to 1.
unfold
dance and sing of Munda's comnounced.
McCarty.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
Her
with
many
Satanas.
vistas;
hearts
are
pact
youthful
Poor France! to turn from God in such
Seventh grade, awarded to Miss Eva No. 9S, prescribing 23 to 50 years in
told
Scene II. (Private room in Munda's
an hour,
Kitchen.
the penitentiary for breaking out of
Palace).
When most she needed His protecting The higher aims of life; taught quick
Sixth grade, awarded to Miss Sallie prison while in possession of a
to turn
deadly
is alarmed at popularity
Empress
power!
weapon or explosives was passed 32
From Folly's shrine; her gilded prize and influence of Christus. Calls Satan- Blanchard.
In such times Nerinckx lived.
His
Fifth
to
awarded
Miss
Laura
0.
grade,
to
to spurn.
as. They plan His death. Assembles
Flemish home
Breckenridge.
Senate Bill No. 97, punishing the
With French restrictions, hateful had Forth to the world Loretto's daughters her Suite and commands them to use
Final Awards for Completion in the furnishing of stimulants or narcotics
more energetic means to make way
go
become;
To fight, with feeble arms, the unseeii with Christus.
And he, but late anointed, felt his
foe;
ACT II.
heart
And their young charges each year .Scene I Queen
With zeal and indignation rent apart.
Virgo Maria praying.
swells the throng,
Enter Loretto who tells of her vow
His eyes across the trackless ocean Go
forth likewise, the good work to to sacrifice her life for Christus.
Enter
turned
prolong.
Alberta, to whom Virgo Maria ex- To free America for souls he yearned.
Vhen evening's length'ning shadows, plains who Christus and Satanas are.
Here souls, he knew, were famishing
veil the day.
Scene II (Room in Lady Florentia's
and sore
Loretto's hymn floats up clear and
house).
And he could give them bread.
He
sweet "
ACT III.
sought our shore.
From pure hearts gathered round the' Scene
Cathedral.
"Happy Memories." Evening worship
witches talk, dance
What was Kentucky in that early
Christi
Corpus
feet'
Sunday, June 10, 7:45 sharp. Theme, "Not now but in
and
sinS
over betrayal and death 1912.
time?
Shield thou from harm, O Mother
the coming years." Midweek prayers
0f Christus.
'Neath Nature's smile, indeed, a favorFirst mass at 6 o'fiocS a. m.
bright,
Wednesday evening 7:45. Every one
'Scene II. (Room
in
Centurion's
ed clime;
Second mass at 9:30. Sermon in is cordially invited to any or all of
children shield, till dawning
But few were her who worshipped Thy
the hours.
light."
Friends of Christus talking of His English.
Nature's God,
Nerinckx is seated now mid victor
Lady of Guadalupe.
St, John's Methodist.
arrest, also of His crucifixion which
And asked a blessing on the virgin
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass
throngs,
school at 9:43 a. m. Mornafterwards view from balcony 9.30
Sunday
they
sod.
a. m. Sermon in Spanish and
Unhurt by earthly miseries and where they see Mater Dolorosa with
Wide spread the oak boughs on the
ing worship at 11:00 a. nr.; Dr. S.
English.
wrongs,
Loretto at Foot of the Cross.
Bright will preach and adminissloping hill,
His apostolic heart with love still
Church of the Holy Faith.
ACT IV.
ter the holy communion assisted by
From springs,
like crystal, trickled
8
Coma.
Services
m.
burns
Sunday:
Holy
Scene I. (Room in Lady Florentia's
The third quartermany a rill;
munion and sermon; 9:4a- a. m. Sun- the local pastor.
For us, his people, e'en in bliss he
house).
Low willow branches dropped o'er
,
session of this conference year shall
11:00 a. m. Morning pray- ly
day
school;
yearns.
Friends of Christus talking of His
be held at 3 p. m. The Junior League
glassy streams,
and sermon.
thou art happy to have seen death when
er,
And sweet wild flowers drank the Marion,
Magdalen rushes to say He
will meet in the leogue room at 3
7
at
his choice,
third
p. m.,
Wednesday
meeting o'clock as
is alive.
usual. The regular devomorning beams.
of
over
recold
Blest wilderness,
ten years
at the
boys
where cried tho Scene II. (Empress Munda's
Banquet tory, Palace Ave.
Gay woodland choirs, untutored, sang
Prof. V. Norton tional meeting of the Epworth League
voice,
prophet's
Hall).
God's praise;
make an address on the subject: will be held in the league room at 7 p.
"Make straight his paths, be crooked
She and her Suite feasting over will
Forests more frequent were than fields
Subject, "True Wisdom is From
"The South Sea Islands."
Leonidas m
made plain;''
ways
Christus' death. Plot to poison Em- Smith.
of maize.
God and Is for Those Who Will ReO, Marion, cried that prophet's voice
fails.
Is
Loretto
Maleaccused.
press
These noble hills stretched upward
ceive It." Leader, Miss Pansy Windin vain? LORETTO!
First Presbyterian.
volentia enters with news of Queen
to the skies.
sor. Dr. Bright will preach at 8
55. McColIough, Minister.!
(B.
Three
Ecclesia.
Days' Program.
Silent and sad, though crowned with
Empress in frenzy calls
o'clock.
school
Fred
9:4").
prayer service at
McBride,
Sunday
Satanas, to whom she vows, on his
sunset dies.
Tuesday, June 11, 1912.
.Morning worship, 11 7:45 Thursday night. A cordial invi9:00 Procession to Cathedral.
For ah! beneath the chestnut's leafy
promise of Queen Ecclesia's down superintendent.
o'clock.
Theme, "Adversity and its tation is issued to the general public to
9:30. Pontifical Mass of Thanksgiv- fall.
shade
Junior Endeavor 3 p. m. worship with us. Strangers and visiblessings."
Pita-vaV.
ACT
B.
The Indian wigwam frequently was ing Celebrant, Most Rev. J.
tors are especially invited to o ir felMiss Jessie Carroll,
superintendent.
Scene 1. (Queen Ecclesia's Reception Christian Endeavor 6:43.
made;
Subject, lowship. Jas. M. Shinier, pastor.
Sermon, Rev. L. M. Krentz, S. J.
And forth the warrior stole as evening
Hall.)
Mass sung by Cathedral Choir.
fell
She, her Envoys, Ladies of Honor
Noon Luncheon to Clergy, Loretto. and friends hold an informal recepTo slay the pale face in the verdant
3:00 Solemn Benediction
of the tion at which Lady Loretto renews
dell.
The poisoned shaft and tomahawk Blessed Sacrament, Loretto Chapel.
her vow to sacrifice her life in the
Do not gap the springs of life by neglect of the human mechanism, by allowing
7:30 Original Drama, "Growing of cause of King Christus and Queen Ecwere sent
the accumulation of poisons in the system. An imitation of Nature's method of
by pupils. Loretto clesia.- The Queen, by request of restoring waste of tissue and impoverishment of the blood and nervous
To those who sought their homes in Lady Loretto,"
strength is
Auditorium.
Prince Nerinckx invests her with the to take an alterative glyceric extract (without alcohol) of Golden Seal and Oregon
sweet content.
Stone
and Mandrake root with Cherrybark.
And men who looked to pass a peaceOver 40 years
insignia and power to an Educator in grape root, Bloodroot,
Wednesday, June 12, 1912.
Dr. Pierce gave to the public this remedy, which he called Dr. Pierce's Golden
ful night.
9:30 Solemn High Mass Tor Bene- the royal Household. Her girl friends ago
Medical
He
would
it
found
blood
in
the
Discovery.
help
taking up the proper eleAwoke ere morn In terror and afright. factors, Cathedral Celebrant, Rt. Rev. join her.
ments from food, help the liver into activity, thereby throwing out the poisons from
II.
from
Scene
Men,
(Garden.)
afar, such gloomy prospects Mgr. A. Fourchegu.
the blood and vitalizing the whole system as well as allaying end soothing a cough.
Enter Spies from Munda's Court who
found,
No one ever takes cold unless constipated, or exhausted, and having what we
Sermon in Spanish, Rev. C. Balland.
can
They called this spot the "dark and
which is attended with impoverished blood
12:00 Luncheon to Clergy, Loretto. hide when Lady Loretto and others
and exhaustion of nerve force. The " Discovery" is an
bloody ground."
2:30 Entertainment
in
Loretto enter with children whom they teach.
tonic which restores tone to the blood, nerves and
But Nerlnckx came, with prayerful Auditorium by Juniors and Minims.
Spies present Lady Loretto with an
heart by imitating Nature's methods of restoring waste
love and hope.
4:00 Benediction
of the Blessed order from Empress Munda to appear
of tissue, and feeding the nerves, heart and lungs on rich
To cheer and bless.
before her on charge of murder. They
Scarce other
red blood.
:
tongue he spoke
try to induce children to leave Lady
from
suffered
under
"I
blade
risiht
shoulder
my
aim
pain
a
very
As yet, but those of Fatherland and
Loretto, which she prevents. Loretto
evere couith," writes Mrs. W. Dorn, of New Brookland, S.
to Dr.
It R A Nit.
B. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y. " Had four different doctors andC
Church,
none did
by the accusation, is
urum
ymr
ash
buifti
stood.
Some
bad
nie
I
said
I
Baid
any
would have
consumption, others
t' flight!-te- r
S.i eager he, for straying souls to
!luond
consoled by Humilitas, Fortitudo, Verito have an operation. I was bedridden, unable to sit up for six months
IMIls In Red and (.old metal
licV
was nothing but a live skeleton. You advised me to take Dr.
boxes, sealed with RIum
search.
and
tas
enEucharistia.
Various
ones
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
jbbv bo ouer. uaj ryoap
i
could not linger, and God blessed
When I had taken one bottle of the ' Discovery ' I could sit up for an
ter with children who had been resMAlHONI It R A NO PILI.il
hour at a time, and when I had taken three bottles I could do my
each word;
cued from Spies way laying outside
yean k nown as Best, Slet. A wave Rci iat.i
I tmk fmirtMin hnttlam tn il ..!
COokinz and tend to the children.
Mt a understood, and felt their bosoms
SOLD BY ORIITiGISTS EVERYWHERE
then in ood health,. My weight it now 167 pounds.
Mas. Dorm.
the garden. Envoys enter to tell of
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THE SECRET OF LONG LIFE.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

grief-stricke- n

I

approval

tria'.

Write to CHAS. W. RICKART

NOTICE.

the Probate Court of the County
of Santa Fe, State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the Estate of Julia
Berardinelli, Deceased.
To all to whom it may concern:
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned, Peter Berardinelli, was appointed on May 11th, 1912, by the
aforesaid court of probate administrator of the estate of Julia Berardinelli,
In

Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted auc itiiM..
Ribhom and sup
platens furnished.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchange!
a"J rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrtte.-- t
juar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone
231.
change.

deceased.
SALESMEN
All persons having claims
against
the said estate must present the same ESTABLISH A BUSINESS OF YOUR
OWN WITHOUT CAPITAL.
to the undersigned administrator withOur original plan of selling groceries
in the time prescribed by law.
b sample to farmers, stockmen,
Administrator.
boarding houses and other
PETER BERARDINELLI,
large consumers, enables energetlu
salesmen to establish quickly a permaTHEY PUT AN END TO IT.
of their own yielding a
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St., Roches nent business
income.
ad
Commission
splendid
N.
Y., says he recommends Folej
ter,
vanced.
settlement.
Kidney Pius at every opportunity be
cause they gave him prompt relief Goods sold s ibject t trial. Experifrom a bad case of kidney trouble that ence not essential.
Write for particulars today giving
had long bothered him. Such a recommendation, coming from Mr. Sable, is reference?.
JOHN SEXTON & CO.
direct and convincing evidence of the
great curative qualities of Foley Kid WHOLESALE GROCERS. LAKE &
FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.
ney Pills. Fur sale by all druggists.
ts,

Semi-monthl- y

Engraved calling cards in the latest forms and styles can be secured
promptly at the New Mexican Printing Company. Let us have your plate.
You will always know where to find
place your order with the New Mex
ican Printing Company. No order
too small or too large to receive

promtpt attention.

If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your order with the New Mexican Printing
prices will be quoted upon request.
Our styles and forms are strictly up
to date.

Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
11
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts
of the time and works for the
upbuilding cf our new State.
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Westinghouse
68 Burroughs
The Westinghouse

Electric

Mfg. Co. has oil the facilities in the world for testing
the merits of every kind of

machine.
It means something
for
them to standardize on the
Burroughs.
in
They use the
six different sizes, and in a
n
different styles. The
Burroughs long line includes
adding and listing machines,
calculisting and
lating machines,
machines 8(! different
models in 492 combinations
of features $150 to $930,
with easy payments if dedo-e-

g

visible-printin-

sired.

Can you afford to ignore
the experience of many good
concerns like the Westinghouse? Let us show you a
machine that will fit your figure work like a tailored suit.
No obligation or cost.

Burroughs

Adding Machine

w. h. long,

P. O. Box 702,

Co.,

Sales Manager.

El Paso, Texas.

Get Ready for Your Job.
It Seems to be a part of youth's
make-uto procrastinate, to seem safe
in waiting until the opportunity offers,
instead of being ready for it, when it
does.
Get Ready for Your Job, whatever it
may be, and commence right away.
Shorthand and Typewriting
is the
first step for that is the stone to further knowledge, as; Reports of lectures, quick notes of everything, extracts when reading.
One Month et the new ABC Shorthand is ecpial to
months at the old
It
exnow
is
the
systems.
clusive shorthand in many countries,
and is THE ONLY ONE that is taught
to 7th and Sth grade scholars; the
only one the young minds can grasp.
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER.
SAY WHAT YOU CAN AFFORD
WEEKLY. WE GUARANTEE WORK
WHEN THROUGH.
We Want a Janitor 2 hours daily in
exchange for instruction. We want a
hustler to interview parents. We
want teachers and graduates to go
into the country, take typewriting machines and leave at newly enrolled
pupils' homes for practice; to sell the
$10 self instructing shorthand text
books, ond $10 blindfold typwriting
cards. A hustler to secure subscribers for the Standard Encyclopedia.
We secured a few copies from the
"Times" office, Los Ang:le.s immediately after the insuran?e companies
had made their compensation
after
the dynamite explosion. Th-- ; price is
$:I7.0 payable $7 to $10 cash, and $2
to $:', a month.
Contains the residua
of mo.nim books, S,o00 pages, 5?,000
articles, 900,000 topics, 125 colored
As good as
maps, 3,000 illustration
ever, and price reduced from $97. Th'3
profitable work shoil suit te.TChers
or graduates for summer employment.
THE SANTA FE BUSINESS
COLLEGE,
The Business
of New
University
Mexico.
WALTER NORTON, F. R. G. S.
p

1

President.
PROFESSOR

JOHN A. WOOD,

Principal.

(Recently superintendent of public
city schools.)
JOHN THOMPSON,
(Professional Actuary and Teacher of
Insurance
Bookkeeping, Banking,
ond mathematics.)
Secretary and Treasurer,
Co.,
(Recently with
Taos, N. M.)
We teach all business subects. Day,
9 to 5 Dinners, 1
hours. Evening
7 to 9, Monday, Wednesday and Frl- 2
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TEE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,
What is the difference
between a
guest leaving at 4 a. m. and a pretty
girl speeding an auto?

j The Home of Quality Groceries

K M.

against J.

SATURDAY, JUNE 8, 1912.

Spencer and

B. B. Spen- - Royal Arch

degree will be conferred

HARVARD UNIVERSITY HAS
all visiting Royal
NEW GERMANIC MUSEUM.
All Boxes of the Santa Fe Electric Arch Masons are cordially invited to v'By Special Le&aea Wire rj New Mexican)
I
1IUUI1U Ul .
Laundry brought Into the office will be present.
Cambridge, Mass., June S. The corI
be redeemed at 10c doz.
Sunday night's program at the E'ks' nerstone of the new Germanic museum
Probate Court The probate court's "The Illumination," "Under Mexican ar Harvard University, was laid with
WEATHER FORECAST.
met this morning at the county court Skies." "A Humble Hero." First show impressive ceremonies today in the
Denver, Colo., June S. New
house with Canuto Alarid on the bench. at 7:45.
presence of Count Johann Heinrich
Mexico, tonight, and Sunday
The will of the late Edward Miller
Von Bernstorff, the German ambassa
Scouts
Elect
Officers
Boy
The
Boy
generally fair. Not much change
of Tesuque was filed. This estate In- Scouts at their
D. White, former ambaslast
meeting
night dor, Andrew
in temperature.
volves $4,000 in cash on deposit as well elected the following
officers to hold sador of the United States to Germany
as considerable property.
and a host of visitors.
office during good behavior or
It's a great picture, "The Illumina- the will of the Scout Master: through
The new museum is considered by
Alfred
Meet me at the White House.
tion," at the Elks", Sunday night.
Wylie, captain; Edward Cartwright, architects as the finest building of
Adobe bricks for sale at Prank F.
Budweiser, Fallstaff and Neef Bros, first, lieutenant; William Goebel, sec- strictly German style outside of GerGormley.
bottle beer for saie by Henry Krick. ond lieutenant:
Ralph Lutz, third lieu- many. It is to be erected at the corK.
O.
and
the
Beginning Monday
'Phone Red 35.
The boys are expecting to ner of Divinity avenue and Kirkland
tenant.
7
close
at
Bank barber shops will,
Be sure and attend our special sale
new suits through Seligmai street.
c cock snarp.
,
ms Wk its a nummer. ine w nne purchase
Brothers, of the regular type for the
Cease Your Searcn for delightful House.
boy scouts of America and are also FOUR PERSONS KILLED
One is going pretty early, the other candies. Go straight to Zook's and
History Now on Sale B. M. Read's planning on an outing some time
WHEN LOCOMOTIVES COLLIDE.
a pretty girlie going!
you'll be glad. Fresh today.
History of New Mexico, just jng tne summer,
( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican I
Don't miss the show at the Elks' from press, is now for sale and may
rnwniMFRS
Covington, Ky., June 8 Two round- be ordered directly from the author,
tonight. It's good.
bouse
men employed by the Chesa
to
two
announce
weeks
We
wish
that
Are Yeu Going
Board of Trade Meeting The regu- nr thrnneh the Vpw Mexican Printfne
from date we snaU d"contimie our peake and Ohio near here borrowed a
lar meeting of the Woman's Board of Company. Price f 10.
locomotive to pick flowers for their
tailoring and dressmaking
For Wind, tan or sunburn try an
Trade will be held at 2:30 o'clock nexc
wives today and shortly afterward
are
- Partnient, as the
getting
styles
HaWitch
of
Zook's
Benzoin,
Monday afternoon at the library.
were killed when their engine collided
wen
aim
prei.L.v
yiuive'i
passe
samples
One Year's Supply of Toilet paper zel and Almond Cream.
over, as is usual late in the season. with another locomotive.
Both enCo. J.
Automobile
McCormick
?1 at GOEBELS.
Our
and family will take gines were demolished and three other
Home Cooking Sale The Woman's Boyd McCormick yesterday purchased their manager
annual outing for two months, men were injured.
The Maid In Question
Aid Society of the First Presbyterian the interest of W. E. Cogdell in the and
upon their return, we shall be pre
Church, will hold a house corking Capital City Garage and the later will pared to resume business with all the FIRE DESTROYED $500,000
Was A Quality Lass
sale, at Andrew's Grocery store Wed-- now be known as the McCormick
latest and most exclusive early fall
TACOMA LUMBER PLANT.
June 12, beginning at 9 a. m. omo'oile Company. Modern taxicabs
styles and fabrics at our disposal. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
And Bought Only Meats
New goods arriving daily at the and touring cars will be put into
Thanking you for past favors and so-- i Tacoma, Wash June S. The plant
j vive and a thoroughly
estab- House.
liciting a generous share of your fall of the St. Paul and Tacoma Lumber
Of The Quality Class!
Warm Weather !s coming. Cooking lishment will be maintained.
and winter partronage, we are
Company was destroyed by fire today,
Altar Guild Meeting The Altar
Yours very truly,
by electricity is cheaper than coal.
the damage being estimated at
l.
Guild will meet at the residence of
THE W. H. GOEBEL CO.
Sparks can prove it. See him.
The cause of the fire is unknown.
A great religious picture is "The Il- Mrs. H. D. Moulton, June 11, at 4
Five Burros in Pound Three gray
lumination." at the Elks' Sunday o'clock.
burros, one roan burro and one black
nlsnt.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent burro are in the pound at police headSuit on Note A suit to recover
Rooms eleeantlv furnished and hav quarters, and will be sold unless
incluii-- ! claimed by owners within three days.
$218.6;', the amount alleged to be du ing all modern conveniences
on a note, was this morning filed in mg electric light, steam
heat and Rafael Gome, city marshal.
Phone 92,
the district court by A. C. Gordon baihs, in the First National Bank
If you have property for sale, it may
be just what J. B. Hayward wants. See
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Under Mexican Skies, a powerful his advertisement.
drama of Old Mexico, at the Elks' SunAny person desiring to see the art
:
day night.
exhibit of the Loretto acaffe:ny can do
Licenses for Bicycles All bicycle so at any time between now and next
owners are requested to procure their Tuesday.
It is needless to say that
11
license from City Clerk Faeundo Ortiz the work is of a high class and well
at the Winter's store at the southeast worthy of inspection.
corner of the plaza.
YOU CAN FINISH
Our first shipment of the celebrat-- !
BLAZING STREET CAR DASHED
YOUR WOODWORK
ed
Hats for gentlemen has
THROUGH LOUISVILLE STREET.
o-d- ay
arrived. All exclusive
The
ANY COLOR
styles.
House.
White
WITH
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Gift for St. Vincent Mrs. Josephine (By Special
Louisville,
Ky., June 8. With its
li-W. Dudrow, who furnished the
i
front vestibule ablaze, and flames play- brary of the St. Vincent's Sanitarium
form of the
in elegant style in memory of her hus-- i ing around the prone
car
filled with passengers-dashea
band, the late Charles W. Dudrow,
along one of the city streets!
has now presented the library with a
before midnight last night and
beautiful enlarged photograph of Mr. shortly
ran nearly a block before the conducDudrow. The work w as done in Chi tor succeeded
in throwing the trolley
is
cago to the satisfaction of his old off the wire and stopping it. A short
friends who will at once recognize the
of
circuit, supposed to have been caused
wood
familiar feaures.
by the proximity of a dingling switch
Use a Cold Cream which Imparts a iron had knocked
Motorman
colors :
Avery
softness to the skin. Use Zook's Rose Lile unconscious.
Cold Cream.
LIGHT OAK,
INDIAN OAK,
MEDOC CHERRY,
Flower Day at Pen The W. C. V.
ROYAL WALNUT,
MOORISH REDWOOD,
GREEN ASH,
will have Flower Day at the peniten-- ;
SPANISH MAHOGANY, ORIENTAL ROSEWOOD. BLUE BIRCH,
tiary at 2 o'cIock. Mrs. Brumbach, the
Rev. Shimer and others will a'so
FLAT WHITE,
GLOSS WHITE,
DEAD BLACK,
There will be good music.
speak.
Do not fail to read
GLOSS BLACK,
the advertiseGOLD, SILVER,
NATURAL.
ment of the White Ho ise on page
three of today's issue. You cannot afford to pass It by.
Located One Block East from Old Sao Miguel Church.
There will be a regular meeting of
Phone Black 12.
the Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, R. A. M.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr
on Monday evening at S o'clock in Ma
Down
Town
in
Stand
Butt
Bros.' Drug Store.
sonic-- Temple, south side of Plaza. The

r tulml

nnnv

uniu

Qnii&in no

cer.

S.

at this meeting, and
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j

Going Picnicking? J

i

WHAT
A POOR PICNIC

j

A Picnic Would Be

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!

j

j

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies
AND EVERYTHING

At-nesda-

1

i

ser-Whi-te

She's Headed

THERE IS

$ou0,-OOf-

Here!

...

Plaza Market

THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

35c

"Where
MyPretty Maid?"
"To The Quality
Meat Market, Sir,"
She Said.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

BUTTER!

I

BUTTER!

NOW AT

35c

See

Co.

Om
"Ad."

I

Ol'SEWlVES

F. ANDREWS

ne 4.

Phone 4.

j

i

l

r

'

y ii

i

y

.

SPITZ

"SUNSHINE"

1

THE JEWELER.

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH vvl.l run without
oil or clean !:t longer than
any ot'.ier p:;e: of machinery but it needs both occasion-

A

ally.
Ii you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you wiil not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tice a year. It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch,
7,eave your watch with u.

FOR

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

easy to apply and gives the best results
finish known. Put up
any
in the following

j
j

Page 3.

THE

IF

"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

A

on

mot-orma- n,

j

j

It

HEADQUATERS

T

e

HIE

HOUSE.

LOWipS

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Company

8

FINE STRAW

HAT

DISPLAY!

URELY that's what everybody says who has seen
A. 7 our New
Straws. Styles this season admit of a wide
choice. A man may choose a hat to fit his head and face
without violating any edict of fashion. We've Split Straws,
Sennet, Milan Braids, Panamas, etc. Conservative or Natty
Styles with Fancy Bands for Dapper Fellows.
Straws, $1,50, $2,00 to $2,50.

Panamas from $7.00 to $8.50

We aim to sell Hats of a little better style and value than can be obtained elsewhere, and we're
right sure we're doing it

Home of Dart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

NATHAN SALMON

1

